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COVER LETTER 

October 26, 2020 

Dear Review Committee, 

Honorlock is honored to submit this proposal to Pennsylvania’s State System of Higher 
Education and OMNIA Partners in response to RFP 2020-COOP-LAV-45 for Proctoring 
Solutions: Live Online and Automated. We are excited to present why Honorlock is the 
solution that is best positioned to help PASSHE meet each of your project objectives. 

We certify that Honorlock is not currently under suspension or debarment by the 
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, any other state, or the federal government. Additionally, 
Honorlock certifies that we are not tax delinquent with either the Pennsylvania Department 
of Revenue or the Pennsylvania Department of Labor and Industry to the best of our 
knowledge. We also acknowledge that if we are currently under suspension or debarment, 
or if we owe delinquent taxes, our proposal may not be accepted or considered. 

We also acknowledge receipt of all addenda (addendum 1 and 2) and are prepared to 
enter a contract with Pennsylvania’s State System of Higher Education and OMNIA 
Partners to deliver the products and services as outlined in this proposal. Our Technical 
Proposal is submitted in Folder #1 and contains no cost information. Our Cost Proposal is 
submitted as an excel file in Folder #2, and Folder #3 contains our redlines to the PASSHE 
and OMNIA Partners agreements and contracts, as well as our Honorlock Master 
Subscription Agreement for your review.  

We appreciate the opportunity to participate in this procurement process and look forward 
to helping PASSHE member universities and all OMNIA Partners participating agencies 
achieve academic integrity in their online assessments.  

Sincerely, 

Nick Ferrari | Regional Sales Director 
Ph: 518-209-9668  

Email: nferrari@honorlock.com 
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A. GENERAL

���(A/A3�A63�(B==973?L@�B;23?@A/;27;5�<4�A63�@<9BA7<;�037;5�?3>B3@A32�0F�A67@�'�&��
The Pennsylvania State System of Higher Education is seeking a proctoring solution that 
integrates with a variety of Learning Management Systems and offers Live and/or 
Automated proctoring of online exams for the system’s 14 member universities. For high 
stakes exams and critical certifications, the State System desires to have live proctors 
oversee the entire exam with immediate exam intervention as needed. Automated 
proctoring requires the use of AI as well as webcam and screen monitoring to ensure the 
integrity of the exam. PASSHE clarified in Addendum #1 that it will also consider a hybrid 
live/automated service option where a live proctor is engaged when the Automated AI 
system detects suspicious activity, and the live human proctor can intervene as needed.   

The system must be able to authenticate a student’s identity and report on any 
questionable activity or academic integrity violation that arises during the assessment 
process to faculty. PASSHE is looking for a solution that is secure to protect student 
privacy and that is flexible to allow the instructor to customize the exam environment and 
accommodate unique exam specifications. 

PASSHE is also seeking a system that is cost effective and that is easy for the student and 
faculty member to learn and use and that instills confidence with faculty that the system 
will detect academic dishonesty during the online assessment process.  

Honorlock understands that PASSHE has partnered with OMNIA Partners to make any 
resulting Master Contract from this procurement available to other public agencies  
including state and local governmental entities, public and private primary, secondary, and 
higher education entities, non-profit entities, and agencies for the public benefit (Public 
Agencies), through OMNIA Partners cooperative purchasing program. PASSHE is acting as 
the lead contracting agency for any other public institution that chooses to use the Master 
Contract resulting from this procurement and it is understood that the use of this Contract 
by any other institution will be preceded by registering as an OMNIA Partners member.  

����;19B23�/�;/??/A7C3�?3@=<;@3�A6/A�@B::/?7G3@�A63�83F�43/AB?3@�/;2�1<:=3A7A7C3�
/2C/;A/53@�<4�A63�=?<=<@32�@<9BA7<;�A6/A�:/83�7A�@A/;2�<BA�4?<:�1<:=3A7;5�@<9BA7<;@��
Honorlock has created a buzz in higher education by introducing new capabilities and 
patented technologies that have radically improved an instructor’s ability to ensure 
academic integrity in their online assessments. As we began to deploy our offerings to 
various universities and colleges, our customers provided extensive feedback to improve 
our product. As a result, Honorlock’s cloud-based test proctoring suite is the fastest, most 
flexible, and most innovative proctoring solution in the industry. 

Honorlock combines classic methods of proctoring like lock-down browser and webcam 
recording with proprietary new methods such as Search and Destroy™ technology, which 
removes copies of illicit test bank content from the internet, and our patented Multi-Device 

�#�%!�"$���������������������������� �� �����#������"�$ �!#���������������
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Detection, which can detect cell phone, tablet, and laptop access while a user is taking an 
assessment. Here’s a little more information: 

Multi-Device Detection: 

Honorlock is proud to be the first and industry leader in the detection of secondary 
devices. Our patented system can detect if a student is attempting to access test bank 
content on certain websites from another device (cell phone, tablet, etc.) during an active 
assessment. In the event of secondary device violation, Honorlock captures the screen 
recording of the activity that occurred on that website by the secondary device to provide 
maximum evidence. 

Search and Destroy: 

Honorlock’s proprietary test bank removal technology called Search and Destroy will 
automatically remove illicit test content from many third-party websites before student’s 
take an assessment. When Honorlock has been enabled on an assessment Honorlock 
searches for that content on numerous third-party websites. If that content is found, 
Honorlock files a DMCA copyright takedown notice on the faculty member’s behalf. We 
suggest enabling Honorlock seventy-two hours before the assessment starts to ensure 
the maximum benefit of this Search and Destroy process. 

Live Pop-in: 

Honorlock reinvented Live Proctoring by using artificial intelligence to identify which 
students are behaving suspiciously and instantly triggering a live human proctor to jump in 
and intervene in the exam in real-time. Instead of watching every single exam from start to 
finish which can be costly, requires scheduling, and makes students uncomfortable, 
Honorlock’s live proctors only interact with students when they are engaging in suspicious 
activity. 

For example, if a student’s face becomes not clearly visible, or if there are multiple people 
detected in the webcam then this activity will trigger a notification to one of Honorlock’s 
proctors. The proctor is then able to enter the student’s session via a chat window, pause 
the exam, and correct the student’s behavior. Every interaction is one to one, proctor to 
student, unlike the traditional live proctoring where one proctor could be watching up to 10 
students at once. 

Before interrupting the exam session our proctors have what we call the ‘analysis window’ 
where proctors can see what the student is doing to ensure the student’s behavior is 
actually academic dishonesty, so they don’t interrupt exam sessions for false positives 
such as a dog barking or a baby crying.  

When a proctor completes a live pop-in, if there is clear evidence of academic dishonesty, 
the proctor provides an incident report to the CSM who will contact the faculty member. 
The CSM will review the findings of the incident report and assist the faculty member with 
anything needed such as the written details of the incident, transcripts of the incident, how 
to locate/view/download the video of the exam session, etc. 

�#�%!�"$���������������������������� �� ���	�#������"�$ �!#���������������
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This hybrid approach of using AI to detect, with the highest accuracy, integrity incidents 
and only popping into sessions where it’s required, Honorlock can scale while 
providing/maintaining a 1:1 proctor to student ratio. Live Pop-in keeps the human touch yet 
delivers a much less intimidating and non-invasive testing experience for the student. 

Honorlock is Easy for the Instructor and Student 

Honorlock was designed with the user in mind. Being fully integrated with the LMS, 
Honorlock eliminates the need to create and remember additional logins and passwords. 
The instructor creates their test in the LMS as they normally would and then simply clicks 
“Enable,” and the test is ready for proctoring. Instructors are also able to choose how they 
want the software to function (i.e. prevent copy-paste, prevent the opening of a new 
window, etc.) and which violations they want flagged. 

And it’s just as easy for the student. The student is already in familiar territory when they 
attempt to start their first proctored exam since they go to their exam in their LMS and 
launch the proctoring session from there. It typically takes less than sixty seconds for the 
student to complete the authentication process and start the exam. We have also provided 
a simple single-click test available on our support site that confirms operating system and 
browser versions as well as an appropriate internet speed for the proctoring session. 
Honorlock also gives faculty the ability to offer a practice exam so the students can test 
the software at no charge.  

On-Demand Service 

Honorlock is an on-demand proctoring solution so tests can be initiated by the student at 
the point of readiness at any time of the day or night without any prior scheduling. Test 
availability is based on the exam window start and end dates established by the instructor 
in the LMS. Because our team of certified live proctors are available 24/7 a student will be 
able to take an exam any time of the day or night with no prior scheduling, have full 
email/live-chat support should they need it, and a live proctor is available and ready to 
enter the exam session in real-time should the student elicit a response from a proctor due 
to suspicious activity. 

As a cloud-based service, we are also able to push system updates without it affecting 
operations or limiting our 24/7/365 on-demand service. 

Enhanced Identity Verification 

Honorlock delivers a comprehensive authentication/ID verification process. Because of 
our deep integration with the LMS the student will first need to be logged-in and 
authenticated to the LMS. In Honorlock the instructor can enable verification settings for 
each exam. The first step is a self-photo that will require the student to take a webcam 
photo of themselves. The student will next be asked to present a government issued 
photo ID such as a driver’s license or Student ID. Honorlock will then use optical character 
recognition to compare the student’s name on the ID to their name in the institution’s LMS. 
Next, after performing a 360-degree scan of their room and desk area (if required by the 
instructor), the student is ready to begin their exam. 

�#�%!�"$���������������������������� �� ���
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Integrates Seamlessly with the LMS Platform 

Honorlock is a longtime partner and has integrated solutions with Canvas, Blackboard, and 
D2L. Administrators install Honorlock’s app to the primary LMS account for campus-wide 
use, or to a sub-account to restrict usage to a single college or department. 

Instructors enable their test with Honorlock in a single click and are never required to 
leave the LMS. Our system then automatically and seamlessly gathers assessment data 
and enables Honorlock using the LMS API and/or Building Block. 
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B. QUALIFICATIONS AND EXPERIENCE

1. COMPANY

�;19B23�/�0?734�67@A<?F�/;2�23@1?7=A7<;�<4�A63�1<:=/;F��7;19B27;5�A63�;B:03?�<4�F3/?@�7;�
0B@7;3@@�/;2�/;F�<D;3?@67=�@A?B1AB?3�<?�:/;/53:3;A�@A?B1AB?3���7@1B@@�6<D�A63�47?:L@�
<C3?/99�3E=3?73;13�23:<;@A?/A3@�7A@�/0797AF�A<�@B113@@4B99F�=?<C723�A63�@<9BA7<;��
Honorlock commenced business on May 1, 2015 as a startup venture in Florida Atlantic 
University’s Tech Runway program and has been used by customers in higher education 
since July 11, 2015. Our core support and proctoring operations are managed out of our 
corporate headquarters in Boca Raton, Florida. 

As students at Florida Atlantic University, our founders recognized that while technology in 
recent years had changed education by exponentially increasing a student’s ability to 
access and take in information, the technology that gave instructors the ability to turn off 
that flow of information and ensure a fair and reliable online assessment process had not 
kept pace.  

So, they came up with an idea, developed a prototype of an online proctoring solution, 
entered an entrepreneurship competition, and took their prize money to get face time with 
college and university administrators, faculty, and students. They wanted to find out 
firsthand from end-users what kind of tools and features are needed in an online 
proctoring setting to ensure academic integrity while providing a less invasive, less 
stressful testing environment for students. 

Honorlock set out to be a disruptive force and an innovative leader in the proctoring 
industry. In 2018, Daniel Cane, co-founder of Blackboard, and Michael Hemlepp, CEO of 
Redilearning, joined as investors and Board Advisors. Now with more than 60 employees 
and over 250 higher education customers, Honorlock is the solution of choice for 
institutions that want to adopt the most effective and innovative online proctoring solution 
in the industry. 

Honorlock is a financially stable company sustained through revenues from our 
growing 200+ customer base and funding totaling more than $15 million. As a privately 
held company, we do not publicly release our annual financial statements. 

An overview of Honorlock’s leadership structure and business units is provided in the 
chart below: 

Board of Directors 

�#�%!�"$���������������������������� �� �����#������"�$ �!#���������������
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Tech Advisory Board 

Executive Team 

2. EXPERIENCE

�3@1?703�F<B?�<?5/;7G/A7<;L@�3E=3?73;13��7;19B27;5�;B:03?�<4�F3/?@ 7;�<=3?/A7<;��/@�7A
=3?A/7;@�A<�=?<C727;5�/�&?<1A<?7;5�(<9BA7<;�4<?�67563?�32B1/A7<;�7;@A7ABA7<;@��(B0:7A�A6?33�
23A/7932�1/@3�67@A<?73@�A6/A�23:<;@A?/A3�A63�0?3/2A6��23=A6�/;2�1?3/A7C7AF�<4�A63�@<9BA7<;�
A6/A�F<B?�47?:�1/;�=?<C723�A<�A63�(A/A3�(F@A3:���A�93/@A�<;3�1/@3�67@A<?F�:B@A�03�<4�/�
67563?�32B1/A7<;�7;@A7ABA7<;��/�@A/A3�@F@A3:�7@�67569F�=?343??32���&?<C723�/�23@1?7=A7<;�<4�
/;F�7;2B@A?F�03@A�=?/1A713@�F<B?�47?:�BA797G3@���;19B23�/;F�7;2B@A?F�/D/?2@�F<B?�47?:�
?3137C32��
One of the big success stories of this tumultuous era of higher education during a global 
pandemic has been the way web proctoring companies have been working overtime to 
help schools and faculty members make the necessary adjustments, often on the fly, to 
fulfill their vital mission. Honorlock’s distinctive success in this rapidly expanding field has 
recently been recognized by Inc. magazine, where we are listed at #236 in the top 5000 
fastest-growing private companies. We Made the List! 

But Honorlock didn’t just show up on the scene when education institutions realized they 
had no other option than to convert all of their courses to online learning. We’ve been 
leading the industry in delivering innovative proctoring solutions and helping education 
institutions maintain the integrity of their online programs since early in 2015. 

Customer Case Studies and Success Stories 

Provided below are case studies from a few education institutions that describe how 
Honorlock is helping them achieve their objectives with their online programs and 
assessments through our innovative features and effective implementation process: 

University of Florida 

Ryan P. Mears, PhD, has been teaching at the University of Florida since fall 2015. When 
he began to teach as a lecturer full time last semester, he was presented with a new 
opportunity: to teach his first online course—a general elective course, Physiological 

�#�%!�"$���������������������������� �� �����#������"�$ �!#���������������
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Psychology. Trained as a brain scientist and researcher, he was intrigued with this new 
learning modality and quickly came to understand the pros and cons of the online 
teaching environment. 

The pros: For students, the convenience of instant access to information and setting their 
schedule. For him, having a script when recording the course kept him focused on the 
most important points of his lecture and improved his teaching. The cons: Because the 
course is online, there is less feedback from students—like being on the wrong side of a 
two-way mirror. 

Mears wanted feedback about how students were doing in his class. He was interested in 
how students approached learning online. Being a scientist, he began to statistically 
diagnose his students’ exam scores. “After the second quiz in the third week of class, I had 
a ceiling effect that looked like a ski jump, with 80 percent of my students getting 100 
percent on tests. I knew there was something seriously wrong. I began looking closely at 
who had missed which questions over the two quizzes. That’s when I realized I needed a 
proctoring solution of some kind. When I initially attempted to address the issue, I really 
didn’t even know enough to ask the right questions to get help.” 

When he reached out to the distance and continuing education folks at the University of 
Florida, they recommended Honorlock. 

“There wasn’t a technology fee for my students because I didn’t have a proctoring 
solution, and a lot of students told me they didn’t like having to schedule their tests. With 
Honorlock, I didn’t have to pay the technology fee ahead of time, and students didn’t have 
to schedule their exam.” Win-win. 

Using Honorlock, Mears was able to identify test questions that needed more complexity 
to prevent the ability to look up the answer through text search. 

Reformatting those questions and using Honorlock’s proprietary features proved to have 
advantages: first, it changed the anomalous curve—no more ski jumps! Second, it helped 
identify students who were still sharing answers to questions and provided the irrefutable 
proof necessary to report the students. Finally, it was also a means to detect and 
determine many different ways that students approach the exams. Because of access to 
the wealth of data/information through Honorlock, Mears became better able to use it. “I 
felt that I couldn’t trust my test scores at all before Honorlock. The analytics that come with 
the flags and real-time recording helped me to understand how students were 
approaching the course and what strategies they were using to pass the test. Honorlock 
helped me make sense of what was going on in my online course, and it gave me the 
confidence that academic integrity was upheld.” 

�#�%!�"$���������������������������� �� �����#������"�$ �!#���������������
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Worcester Polytechnic Institute 

Worcester Polytechnic Institute (WPI) was facing the challenge of finding an online 
proctoring solution that would be the right fit for their online paper-based assessments. 
The faculty wanted to be able to see the students’ work and ensure that online students 
were meeting the academic integrity standards on-premise students were expected to 
meet. They also needed flexible test-taking options for students. 

Online Proctoring Requirements 

• Ability to proctor paper-based online exams

• Ability for instructors to review proctored exam sessions

• Ability for students to scan and submit notes for the exam

• Good tech support and communication from the vendor

• Platform agnostic (PC, Mac)

WPI did several pilot tests with other solutions before they ultimately selected Honorlock. 
“Honorlock met all of our requirements, they were willing to work with us on proctoring 
paper-based exams, they had a robust training and support model, and we felt it was the 
easiest transition for faculty,” said Van Gieson. The college began using Honorlock for 
their summer online courses. “We started summer 2019 with Honorlock for all 
undergraduate courses with a majority being math courses. We had approximately 500 
unique student users taking multiple exams,” said Beverage. “We noticed an immediate 
improvement compared to our previous proctoring solution!” 

When the pandemic hit, Lindsey and Kate had 10 days to get 300 faculty teaching 700 
courses fully online, which was a huge undertaking. Many of WPI’s faculty new to online 
education were seeking a proctoring solution for their online exams. One faculty member 
sent this evaluation to colleagues who were navigating the move of face to face courses 
online. “Colleagues, I used Honorlock in my E1 Calculus course last summer and many 
faculty members in mathematical science also used it. My general take is that for online 
proctoring, Honorlock is a great tool for proctoring math exams and online courses,” read 
Beverage in an email from her faculty member. “When the AI is triggered, a skilled human 
proctor intervenes. This model worked better than the competitor’s model having all 
exams proctored by people who were unable to properly provide student support.” 

�#�%!�"$���������������������������� �� �����#������"�$ �!#���������������
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Implementation and Support 

Prior to partnering with Honorlock, WPI’s previous proctoring solution did not provide the 
support the faculty needed to be successful in delivering online assessments. “The other 
proctoring solution was not very supportive. The support team was not open to receiving 
feedback,” said Beverage. 

Upon adoption of Honorlock, Beverage and her team were surprised and appreciative of 
the level of support received from their client success manager. “Honorlock’s support 
model is great! Our client success manager, Americo, has always been very responsive to 
both faculty and students. The live chat has been very helpful for us. The resources 
provided for faculty in terms of creating exams and proctoring options when enabling 
exams are excellent!” 

With the rapid transition to online learning during the pandemic, students raised concerns 
regarding their privacy. “We get questions from students about privacy and Americo has 
been great about responding to those and pointing us to Honorlock resources that will 
help reassure students that their privacy is maintained,” said Beverage. 

Best Practices for Delivering Online Proctored Exams 

Beverage and Van Gieson shared these best practices for others implementing online 
proctoring. 

1. Remind instructors to include specific instructions for Honorlock proctors when they
enable their exams (especially with paper-based exams where the student may be looking
down to solve an exam question)

2. Prepare a list for faculty of the recommended settings for Canvas and Honorlock

3. Designate a department exam champion who is trained in Canvas and Honorlock
and has access to the Honorlock CSM to troubleshoot on behalf of the department

4. Develop an exam question pool to deter cheating

5. Give extra time for paper exam submission logistics

6. Partner with instructional designers when designing exams to mitigate cheating

7. Have students take the Honorlock practice exam. Doing the practice exam takes a
lot of pressure off - you don’t want to add extra stress or pressure on students when
they’re already trying to learn the content.

�#�%!�"$���������������������������� �� �����#������"�$ �!#���������������
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University of North Alabama 

The College of Business at the University of North Alabama (UNA) regularly conducts 
focus groups with students to learn how well the college is serving their needs as well as 
to help set a vision for the future. Over the past few years, a recurring theme from students 
was complaining about cheating on campus. “They said many students were bragging 
about how to get around the online exam proctoring solution we were using at the time,” 
said Jill Simpson, PhD, an instructional technologist for the UNA College of Business. 
“They felt they were being penalized because they were not cheating.” 

In today’s intense academic environment, students are under extreme pressure to achieve 
perfect grades to win a competitive scholarship or acceptance to a graduate program. The 
drive to earn an A may compromise their decision-making and lead them to rationalize 
searching test banks for answers or other forms of cheating. This puts other students at a 
disadvantage. 

While the college was using a proctoring solution for online exams, it was not very 
effective, and therefore, some faculty were reluctant to use it. “The proctoring solution we 
had was used as a deterrent only,” Simpson said. 

The importance of ensuring academic integrity and fairness for all students at UNA’s 
College of Business led them to search for a better exam proctoring solution. The dean 
asked Simpson to lead the effort. She started by asking faculty and students for feedback 
to devise a list of priorities for a new proctoring solution: 

1. Verify identity: They needed a solution that would automatically verify the
student’s identity.

2. Be effective: The solution needed to do its job of protecting academic integrity.

3. Be easy to use: Both faculty and students needed a solution that was intuitive
and user friendly.

Honorlock met all three priorities. “The faculty loved it because it did what we wanted it to 
do, and it was super easy to use. Even students said they liked Honorlock best,” Simpson 
said. “There was one professor who didn’t see the point of proctoring because he said 
students will find a way to cheat, but after looking at the Honorlock video and report, he 
said, ‘This is pretty impressive!’ I couldn’t have asked for a better endorsement!” 

With the first three proctoring solutions the college tried over the two-year evaluation, 
some faculty chose not to proctor their exams because they did not like the proctoring 
solutions that were available. Now, with Honorlock, every exam in the College of Business 
is proctored. “I was instantly in love with Honorlock!” Simpson said. “With Honorlock, more 
faculty began to proctor their online exams. They saw that it worked, and now they all use 
it and have faith in it.” 
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3. REFERENCES

&?<C723�?343?3;13@�4?<:�A6?33�<4�F<B? 1973;A@�4?<:�A63�=/@A�47C3�F3/?@�4<?�@3?C713@�A6/A�/?3�
@7:79/?�7;�@1<=3��@7G3�/;2�1<:=93E7AF�A<�A63�(<9BA7<;�23@1?7032�7;�A67@�'�&���A�93/@A�<;3�<4�
A63@3�1973;A�?343?3;13@�@6<B92�=?343?/09F�03�4?<:�/�67563?�32B1/A7<;�7;@A7ABA7<;��&?<C723�A63�
4<99<D7;5�7;4<?:/A7<;�4<?�3/16�1973;A��1973;A�;/:3�/;2�/22?3@@��A7:3�=3?7<2�7;�D6716�D<?8�
D/@�=3?4<?:32��/;2�/�@6<?A�23@1?7=A7<;�<4�A63�D<?8�=3?4<?:32��
Honorlock customer references are provided in the tables below as examples of 
implementations at institutions similar in scope to PASSHE. These institutions have granted 
permission to be contacted in relation to this procurement for Proctoring Solutions. 

Client Reference 1: University of Florida 

Institution 
Name University of Florida 

Address 
City, State Zip 

100 Farrior Hall at 205 Fletcher Drive 
Gainesville, FL 32611 

Contact Name Brian Marchman 

Contact Title Director of Distance Education 

Contact Phone 352-278-1996

Contact Email marchman@ufl.edu

Period of Use 3/1/2018 to present 

Description 
Contracted for our full implementation services with training, 
and our Institution Pay Automated, and Live Pop-in services. 
Integrated with their Canvas LMS. 

�#�%!�"$���������������������������� �� �����#������"�$ �!#���������������
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Client Reference 2: Worcester Polytechnic Institute 

Institution 
Name Worcester Polytechnic Institute 

Address 
City, State Zip 

100 Institute Rd 
Worcester, MA 01609 

Contact Name Kate Beverage 

Contact Title Director Academic Technology for Teaching & Learning 

Contact Phone (508) 831-5000 x6012

Contact Email kwrigley@wpi.edu 

Status Have been using Honorlock proctoring services since 11/1/2018. 

Description 

Used primarily in their online math courses/programs. 
Contracted for our standard implementation services with 
training, and our Live Pop-in proctoring services. Integrated with 
their Canvas LMS. 

Client Reference 3: University of Arkansas at Little Rock 

Institution Name University of Arkansas at Little Rock 

Address 
City, State Zip 

2801 S University Ave 
Little Rock, AR 72204 

Contact Name Kimberly Bright 

Contact Title Director of Testing Services 

Contact Phone (501) 569-8995

Contact Email kkbright@ualr.edu 

Customer Since: October, 2018 

Description 
Contracted for our full implementation services with training, 
and our Automated and Live Pop-in proctoring services. 
Integrated with their Blackboard LMS. 
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C. TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS

&?<C723�/�?3@=<;@3�A<�A63�?3>B7?3:3;A@�<4�(31A7<;������7;19B27;5�23A/7932�23@1?7=A7<;@�<4�
A63�(B==973?L@�/0797AF�/;2�=?<C3;�@B113@@�/;2�3E=3?A7@3�A<�=?<C723�/�&?<1A<?7;5�(<9BA7<;��7A@�
B;23?@A/;27;5�<4�67563?�32B1/A7<;�3;A7A73@��=/?A;3?7;5�=9/;@��3A1��

)63�&?<1A<?7;5�(<9BA7<;�7@�3E=31A32�A<�:33A�A63�4<99<D7;5�?3>B7?3:3;A@��

�������#�!�����!���""�

���&?<C723�/�23A/7932�23@1?7=A7<;�<4�A63�4<99<D7;5�=?<13@@3@��

&?3�A3@A��BA63;A71/A7<;��C3?74F7;5�@AB23;A�723;A7A73@��
Honorlock delivers a comprehensive authentication/ID verification process. The process 
and timeline for student authentication in Honorlock is outlined in the table below. The 
average time it takes for a student to complete these steps is approximately sixty seconds. 

Honorlock Student Identity Verification 

Feature  Description

SSO with LMS Honorlock is accessed through single sign-on authentication via the LMS’s 
OAuth protocols, so the student needs to first be logged in to the LMS 
before navigating to their assessment, where they then proceed with 
Honorlock’s ID validation steps.  

Webcam photo The student first takes a webcam photo of themself. Our proctor or an 
instructor can use this webcam photo to compare with the photo ID 
presented by the student as the next step of the authentication process to 
ensure it is the same person for the entirety of the assessment. 

�#�%!�"$���������������������������� �� ���
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Clear ID The photo ID used for this step needs to be either a government-issued 
photo ID, such as a driver’s license or a student photo ID issued by the 
institution. The student holds the ID card up to the webcam, and Honorlock 
verifies that the photo image is clear and that the text information on the ID 
card is legible. If their ID fails, the exam taker sees the below image: 

�#�%!�"$���������������������������� �� �����#������"�$ �!#���������������
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ID verification Honorlock then compares the text on the ID card with the student’s name 
in the institution’s LMS. If Honorlock finds a match with a certain degree of 
confidence, then the student passes the ID verification step. 

Environment 
scan 

To monitor compliance with Exam Guidelines, the instructor can require the 
student to perform a 360-degree room scan as part of the verification 
process. This includes a scan of the room and the desk area to ensure no 
unauthorized people or items are in the testing environment. 

�#�%!�"$���������������������������� �� �����#������"�$ �!#���������������
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(1632B97;5�/;2�#/;/57;5��E/:@�
Honorlock is an on-demand proctoring solution so tests can be initiated by the student at 
the point of readiness at any time of the day or night without any prior scheduling. Test 
availability would be based on the exam window start and end dates established by the 
instructor in the LMS. Because our team of certified live proctors are available 24/7 a 
student will be able to take an exam any time of the day or night with no prior scheduling, 
have full email/live-chat support should they need it, and a live proctor is available and 
ready to enter the exam session in real-time should the student elicit a response from a 
proctor due to suspicious activity. 

(AB23;A�'357@A?/A7<;��7;19B27;5�3E/:�7;@A?B1A7<;@��
As stated above, Honorlock is an on-demand proctoring solution so there is no prior 
scheduling or registration required for the student. Being fully integrated with the LMS, 
Honorlock also eliminates the need to create and remember additional logins and 
passwords. The student will simply go to their exam in the LMS any time within the exam 
window and launch the proctoring session from there. 

�/A/�(31B?7AF��2B?7;5�3E/:@��
Honorlock keeps student information private and secure during the exam, and we also 
make sure the instructor’s exam data remains secure during the exam. 

Student Information 

Encryption 

Data in transit is encrypted using TLS 1.2, with SHA-256 and RSA 2048-bit public key for all 
data transfers in and out of our system. Data at rest is encrypted with AES-256 block 
encryption. 

Student Data 

Honorlock is fully committed to maintaining compliance with all state and federal 
regulations to ensure the privacy of student data and personal information. Honorlock is 
fully compliant with FERPA regulations, and we give our customers the tools they need to 
maintain their compliance. 

Honorlock’s data policies and practices are in compliance with GDPR regulations and the 
US Privacy Shield. We are also SOC2 certified. Our full SOC2 report can be provided to 
the institution upon signing of a nondisclosure agreement. 

Honorlock never accesses student education records and only uses basic directory 
information for identification purposes. This information is never transferred out of 
Honorlock’s system and is erased completely according to the agreed-to data-retention 
policy. 

Privacy Policy 

�#�%!�"$���������������������������� �� �����#������"�$ �!#���������������
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All users (admin, faculty, students) are required to agree to our privacy policy Honorlock 
Privacy Policy before they download the Honorlock Chrome extension, which is required 
to use our proctoring services. 

Honorlock agrees that it will protect any Confidential Information it receives according to 
commercially acceptable standards and no less rigorously than it protects its own 
Confidential Information. Specifically, Honorlock shall implement, maintain, and use 
appropriate administrative, technical, and physical security measures to preserve the 
information. Honorlock reserves the right to destroy any such data after six months or a 
mutually agreed upon duration. 

Please also see our Student Privacy Statement also available on our www.honorlock.com 
website.  

Exam Data 

Honorlock keeps the instructor’s exam data secure throughout the exam in a number of 
ways. 

Search and Destroy 

Honorlock’s proprietary test bank removal technology is called Search and Destroy. When 
Honorlock has been enabled on an assessment Honorlock searches for that content on 
numerous third-party websites. If that content is found, Honorlock files a DMCA copyright 
takedown notice on the faculty member’s behalf. We suggest enabling Honorlock 
seventy-two hours before the assessment starts to ensure the maximum benefit of this 
Search and Destroy process. 

Multi-Device Detection 

Our patented Multi-Device Detection system can detect if a student is attempting to 
access test bank content on certain websites from another device (cell phone, tablet, etc.) 
during an active assessment. As students have access to more and more devices, it 
becomes harder for instructors to preserve academic integrity—especially in a remote 
testing context. We’re proud to have the industry’s first and only technology to detect cell 
phone, tablet, and laptop use while a student is taking an assessment. In the event of 
secondary device violation, Honorlock captures the screen recording of the activity that 
occurred on that website by the secondary device to provide maximum evidence. 
Students can no longer get away with using their phone out of view of the webcam. 

Exam Settings 

Instructors are able to use Honorlock’s exam settings to choose from different proctoring 
options on an exam-by-exam basis to determine how the student will be monitored and 
proctored during the assessment. To prevent students from copying, pasting, and printing 
during the exam the instructor will simply toggle on the appropriate settings as shown in 
the diagram below. The Disable Printing toggle prevents access to the browser print 
function to print or export exam content, while the Disable Copy and Paste toggle 
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prevents exam takers from copying exam content and pasting it outside of the 
assessment. 

'3/9�A7:3 "7C3�&?<1A<?7;5
Honorlock’s Live Proctor Pop-In is the industry’s first hybrid between automated and live 
proctoring. With our Live Pop-In feature, AI runs in the background and notifies our 
proctors of any suspicious activity or noted inconsistency with the testing guidelines. Our 
live proctors then enter an analysis window, where they view the student taking the exam 
in a one-to-one setting and determine if the infractions warrant interrupting their session. 

Once in the student’s exam session, the live proctor can further assess the situation and 
speak directly with the student. The proctor works with the student to correct the 
deficiency. If academic dishonesty is suspected or apparent, the proctor requires the 
student to immediately stop that activity, and the instructor is contacted directly. For all 
other violations, the student’s session is marked with an indicator that a pop-in occurred. 
By performing these functions, our team of proctors helps to maintain integrity throughout 
the assessment and quickly redirects any student who might be engaging in unethical 
behavior. 

Additionally, this can prevent the student from having future incidents within the exam and 
guide the student to take the exam within the parameters and guidelines set forth by the 
instructor. If our proctors discover an incident that they feel the faculty should review, an 
email is sent to the instructor with the student’s name, time stamp of the incident, and a 
brief description of what occurred at that time. 

�BA<:/A32�&?<1A<?7;5�
Honorlock’s fully automated solution uses AI to automatically detect suspicious behavior 
and flag incidents for instructor review. The log of any aberrations/instances of potential 
academic dishonesty is immediately available to the instructor for review in the LMS once 
the assessment is completed by the student.   

'31<?27;5�/;2�+73D7;5��E/:@��0F�4/1B9AF��
Honorlock uses the latest-available web media technologies (WebRTC protocols) so we 
can give instructors near real-time access to proctoring results. The log of any 
aberrations/instances of potential academic dishonesty is immediately available to the 
instructor for review in the LMS once the student completes the assessment. The vast 
majority of the time, the recorded video is also available for review within fifteen minutes 
after the exam is completed but can take up to twenty-four hours during high-volume 
times for the HD video to compile. 

In the event of secondary device violation, Honorlock captures the screen recording of the 
activity that occurred on that website by the secondary device to provide maximum 
evidence. Comments generated by an Honorlock proctor as part of a Live Pop-In incident 
are also available in real time. Videos are time-stamped to match the exam session. 
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Additionally, Honorlock creates a written transcript whenever a voice is detected. With our 
voice-detection technology, Honorlock creates a high-priority flag whenever words such 
as “Siri,” “Alexa,” “Cortana,” or “Google” are heard as well as any word from a dynamic list 
of words or phrases such as “help me,” “what’s the answer,” “cheat,” “question,” “answer,” 
and “copy.” 

The screen capture below shows the video log of the student exam session and the 
information that is available to faculty when they review the recorded assessment. We’ve 
applied numbers to the image as well as a description below to help the reviewer 
understand all of the information that is available to faculty and admins when they review 
the recording of the student exam.  

Video Log of Student Exam for Faculty Review 

Information and tools available to instructors and admins with the exam recording as 
shown in the above screen capture include: 

1 - The exam taker’s webcam video.

2 - The exam taker’s laptop/desktop computer recording. 

�#�%!�"$���������������������������� �� �����#������"�$ �!#���������������
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3 - Administrators can instantly download any files in the case of any academic integrity 
concerns.  

4 - Faculty have the ability to control the videos: fast forward, rewind, speed up, etc. 

5 - This section contains the exam guidelines (proctoring details) established by faculty 
before the assessment began. 

6 - The content of that particular question at that point in the video. 

7 - This contains the chat transcript of the exam taker with any proctor or support agent 
that worked with the exam taker during this assessment. 

8 - The audio transcript for any time the student spoke aloud, or someone else in the room 
spoke.  Will only show if applicable. 

9 - Ability to instantly go to a particular flag or incident along with a description of what was 
found by our Automated (AI) or live proctors. 

10 - The chat or proctoring transcript from any conversations the exam taker had with 
Honorlock support or proctors.  Will only show if applicable. 

+7<9/A7<;@��/95<?7A6:@�A<�23A31A�/;2�1/=AB?3�/03??/;A�036/C7<?��
Exam events that Honorlock’s Automated proctoring service, using AI, will observe and 
capture as possible integrity violations include:  

x� Failed attempt at ID verification.

x� Face fail: The exam taker’s face is no longer fully present in the webcam.

x� Multiple people detected in the exam area.

x� Voice assistant detection: The exam taker attempts to use a voice assistant (Siri,
Alexa, etc.). 

x� Attempting to access other resources on screen (ebooks, notes, apps, etc.)

x� Focus lost: Face not clearly visible.

x� Print screen detected: The exam taker attempts to use the print screen
functionality on their keyboard. 

x� Right-click detected.

x� Web traffic: The exam taker attempts to visit an unauthorized website or
conduct an internet search. 

�;2�A<��;2�(31B?7AF��/1A7C3�?3@A?71A7<;�<4�@AB23;A@L�1<:=BA3?@��
Instructors are able to use Honorlock’s exam settings to choose from different proctoring 
options on an exam-by-exam basis to determine how the student will be monitored and 
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proctored during the assessment. Options with the lock icon have been enabled by an 
administrator and cannot be turned off at the instructor level. 

Honorlock Exam Settings 

The following table provides a description of the exam settings available to the instructor 
that can be toggled on and off as shown in the above diagram. 

Exam Settings with Descriptions 

Exam Setting Description 

Record webcam Records HD video of the student’s face and testing environment 
using the webcam built into their device or external webcam. 

Disable printing Prevents access to the browser print function to print or export 
exam content. 

Disable copy and 
paste  

Prevents exam takers from copying exam content and pasting it 
outside of the assessment.  

Record screen Records HD video of the exam taker’s laptop or desktop screen.
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Record web traffic Records web traffic logs and monitors the browser activity in 
Google Chrome during the exam. 

Student photo Requires the exam taker to take a still picture prior to taking their 
assessment. 

Student ID Requires the exam taker to take a picture with their webcam of 
their government issued photo ID, or their student photo ID. 
Honorlock will ensure the name on the ID matches with the name 
within the LMS. 

360-degree room scan Room scan requires that the exam taker show a 360degree view 
of their testing environment and there will be onscreen messaging 
informing them of this. If you are requesting your exam takers 
show certain items - blank scratch paper, their cell phone being 
placed out of reach, etc. Instructors can use the Additional 
Instructions section to detail out what they’d like the exam takers 
to do for the Room scan. 

Calculator Allows basic or scientific calculator during the assessment. 

Whitelist URLs Grants access via another Chrome tab to any sites that you add in 
Whitelist field. This could be a link to the e-textbook, DESMOS for 
an online graphing calculator, or a link to any other web page your 
exam takers will need to complete the assessment.  

Browser Guard Honorlock's secure browser solution that prevents exam takers 
from accessing additional applications outside of Google Chrome. 
Any attempt to access external applications will generate an 
automated flag to be reviewed when reviewing exam taker 
results.  

In the Exam Guidelines, instructors can outline what is permitted during the assessment. 
Below is an example of the Student Instructions. 

Exam Guidelines 

In addition to the Exam Settings faculty can also use the Student Guidelines section to 
identify what the exam taker can or cannot do during the assessment. We would also 
encourage the professor to clarify or expand upon any or all of the items they choose to 
enable in the Additional Instructions section. These guidelines and Additional Instructions 
will be visible to exam takers when starting their exam and will be utilized by our proctors 
to determine what is and isn’t allowed during the assessment.  
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Student Guidelines and Additional Instructions 

Student Guidelines 

x� Open Book Allowed - Allows exam takers to utilize a physical book or e-book 
during their assessment. If allowing exam takers to use an e-book, you’ll need to 
include a link to that book in the Whitelist URLs section. 

x� Notes Allowed - Permits exam takers to reference any physical notes they have in a 
notebook, binder, etc. 

x� Scratch Paper Allowed - Exam takers can utilize multiple sheets of blank paper and 
a writing utensil during the assessment.   

x� Restroom Breaks Allowed - Permits exam takers to leave the webcam view for a 
short period of time. The exam taker’s session will be flagged if they choose to 
utilize this. We encourage you to add additional instructions around the duration or 
frequency exam takers can use the restroom so that our proctors can provide 
specific instructions to exam takers if you’d like to limit those breaks. 

x� Handheld Calculator - Indicates students can use a handheld calculator but not the 
calculator on their cell phone. 

x� Hats Allowed - Permits exam takers to wear a baseball hat or hoodie on their head 
during the assessment. Honorlock will always allow exam takers to wear religious 
head coverings during assessments. 
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x� Headphones Allowed - Students can wear any headphones during their 
assessment. 

x� Background Noise Allowed - Permits exam takers to be in an environment where 
other people are talking, there’s excessive background noise, etc. 

x� Take Exam in a Public Area - Indicates that exam takers can complete their 
assessment in a coffee shop, library, etc. where other people are around them and 
noise is present. Exam takers cannot interact with the other people in the testing 
environment. 

&<@A�3E/:��B27A7;5�
The Honorlock proctoring solution collects extensive data during the student test session 
in the institution’s LMS. Any suspicious activity flagged via our automated system is noted 
in the Honorlock dashboard and available to the institution virtually as soon as the student 
completes the exam. If our Live Pop-In or certified proctor review flags an incident as a 
potential violation, our compliance manager completes a secondary review to validate the 
flags. Our goal is to provide clear and sufficient evidence of violations to instructors, 
should they occur. The instructor is then notified of the possible violation via email. 

Honorlock also includes integrity analytics, which provides instantaneous results for a 
number of potential violations. For instance, if the student’s face goes outside the view of 
the camera, or if the student tries to use copy and paste against test guidelines, then these 
violations are detected and available to the instructor via the Honorlock dashboard as 
soon as the student completes their exam, as shown in the figure below. 

Honorlock—Instructor Dashboard 
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�<;A3;A�&?<A31A7<;�
The way Honorlock protects exam content starts with our Search and Destroy feature. 
When Honorlock has been enabled on an assessment Honorlock searches for that 
content on numerous third-party websites. If that content is found, Honorlock files a DMCA 
copyright takedown notice on the faculty member’s behalf. We suggest enabling 
Honorlock seventy-two hours before the assessment starts to ensure the maximum benefit 
of this Search and Destroy process. 

During the assessment process, Honorlock’s approach is to not just prevent students from 
being able to share or copy exam information to test bank websites, but we use patented 
technology to prevent students from accessing illicit test bank content on any 
secondary/mobile device while they are taking an exam. Our patented Multi-Device 
Detection system can detect if a student is attempting to access test bank content on 
certain websites from another device (cell phone, tablet, etc.) during an active assessment. 
In the event of secondary device violation, Honorlock captures the screen recording of the 
activity that occurred on that website by the secondary device to provide maximum 
evidence. 

As an added protection measure, we also prevent students from copying, pasting, and 
printing during the exam. We give instructors the confidence of knowing they won’t have 
to create new test questions each semester. 

�����@@7@A/;13�
Instructors can use the Exam Guidelines to enter any specific notes for our proctors. This is 
where the instructor can list any students who need any specific accommodations. Most 
accommodations work automatically with our system, such as a student having multiple 
attempts, needing extra time, etc. As long as the accommodation has been added for that 
particular student in the LMS, our system will respect that.  

If a student has special accommodations, such as being allowed to use JAWS, a second 
monitor, etc., then those should be added in the Exam Guidelines box. We can also 
provide a bypass pin for any student who will be testing on site in a testing center or with a 
physical proctor.  

%A63?��2C/;132�#<;7A<?7;5��3/AB?3@�
Although these features have been referenced above, we wanted to highlight them here 
as advanced monitoring features that set Honorlock apart from other proctoring solutions 
currently available.  

Search and Destroy 

Honorlock’s proprietary test bank removal technology is called Search and Destroy. When 
Honorlock has been enabled on an assessment Honorlock searches for that content on 
numerous third-party websites. If that content is found, Honorlock files a DMCA copyright 
takedown notice on the faculty member’s behalf. We suggest enabling Honorlock 
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seventy-two hours before the assessment starts to ensure the maximum benefit of this 
Search and Destroy process. 

Multi-Device Detection 

Our patented Multi-Device Detection system can detect if a student is attempting to 
access test bank content on certain websites from another device (cell phone, tablet, etc.) 
during an active assessment. As students have access to more and more devices, it 
becomes harder for instructors to preserve academic integrity—especially in a remote 
testing context. We’re proud to have the industry’s first and only technology to detect cell 
phone, tablet, and laptop use while a student is taking an assessment. In the event of 
secondary device violation, Honorlock captures the screen recording of the activity that 
occurred on that website by the secondary device to provide maximum evidence. 
Students can no longer get away with using their phone out of view of the webcam. 

Live Proctor Pop-in 

Honorlock’s Live Proctor Pop-In is the industry’s first hybrid between automated and live 
proctoring. With our Live Pop-In feature, AI runs in the background and notifies our 
proctors of any suspicious activity or noted inconsistency with the testing guidelines. Our 
live proctors then enter an analysis window, where they view the student taking the exam 
in a one-to-one setting and determine if the infractions warrant interrupting their session. 

Once in the student’s exam session, the live proctor can further assess the situation and 
speak directly with the student. The proctor works with the student to correct the 
deficiency. If academic dishonesty is suspected or apparent, the proctor requires the 
student to immediately stop that activity, and the instructor is contacted directly. For all 
other violations, the student’s session is marked with an indicator that a pop-in occurred. 
By performing these functions, our team of proctors helps to maintain integrity throughout 
the assessment and quickly redirects any student who might be engaging in unethical 
behavior. 

Additionally, this can prevent the student from having future incidents within the exam and 
guide the student to take the exam within the parameters and guidelines set forth by the 
instructor. If our proctors discover an incident that they feel the faculty should review, an 
email is sent to the instructor with the student’s name, time stamp of the incident, and a 
brief description of what occurred at that time. 

Voice Detection

Honorlock creates a written transcript whenever a voice is detected. With our voice-
detection technology, Honorlock creates a flag whenever words such as “Siri,” “Alexa,” 
“Cortana,” or “Google” are heard as well as any word from a dynamic list of words or 
phrases such as “help me,” “what’s the answer,” “cheat,” “question,” “answer,” and “copy.” 

���&?<C723�/�23@1?7=A7<;�<4�A63�:3A6<2@�B@32�A<�3;@B?3�7;A35?7AF�<4�3E/:@��3E/:�
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Honorlock ensures that the student testing experience is secure from start to finish. Once 
faculty have enabled Honorlock on their assessment, Honorlock begins searching for test 
content on the web and issues DMCA copyright takedown notices for any content that is 
found that matches. 

When it comes time for the exam taker to begin their assessment, Honorlock’s security 
begins with the identification verification, requiring students use a government-issued or 
student ID to confirm that the identification matches the name stored within the LMS. Once 
that is completed, students complete the 360-degree room scan, proving that there are no 
additional devices in the testing area, along with any notes, textbooks, etc. 

Once the student enters the exam, our AI ensures that the exam taker’s face remains in 
frame and that they are not attempting to copy and paste or right-click. Any incidents that 
arise are flagged, and a proctor is alerted if Live Pop-In is enabled and if the incident is of 
high enough severity. Examples of high-severity flags are when the student’s face is not 
visible, multiple people are in the exam environment, and speech is detected. When the 
proctoring team is alerted to an incident, they can review what the flag was for, review the 
video footage (or watch it live), and determine if the incident warrants a proctor’s 
intervention. 

During the assessment process, our patented Multi-Device Detection system can detect if 
a student is attempting to access test bank content on certain websites from another 
device (cell phone, tablet, etc.) during an active assessment. In the event of secondary 
device violation, Honorlock captures the screen recording of the activity that occurred on 
that website by the secondary device to provide maximum evidence. 

Additionally, Honorlock creates a written transcript whenever a voice is detected. With our 
voice-detection technology, Honorlock creates a high-priority flag whenever words such 
as “Siri,” “Alexa,” “Cortana,” or “Google” are heard as well as any word from a dynamic list 
of words or phrases such as “help me,” “what’s the answer,” “cheat,” “question,” “answer,” 
and “copy.” 

Passwords 

Honorlock maintains a local database for group management and uses single sign-on 
authentication via the LMS’s OAuth protocols. No passwords are required to use 
Honorlock, as our LTI integration is completely SSO based. To further protect account 
security, all SSO flow components are transferred using TLS 1.2 encryption protocols. 

With Honorlock, faculty do not need to create access codes or share access codes with 
students, proctors, etc. Our tool automates that entire process. When an instructor enables 
Honorlock for an exam, a password is automatically created that prevents students from 
accessing the exam without authenticating with Honorlock. This password is then plugged 
in automatically when the student successfully completes the authentication process. The 
students never see the password, as this happens behind the scenes. 
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With our Live Pop-in service Honorlock AI is running during the exam. If there is a high 
priority incident detected, a live pop-in request is sent to a human proctor who begins to 
monitor the exam live in what we call the Analysis Window. The proctor will then pop-into 
the exam, if necessary, to address the incident with the test taker. This provides just in 
time intervention. These live pop-ins are recorded in the report as a high priority incident 
and then provided to the faculty member for review if desired.  

Sample – Student Incident Report 
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Video Example of Proctor / Student Interaction 

The video at the following link - 
demonstrates how Honorlock’s proctors interact with exam takers.  On the right, is one of 
our Honorlock employees, acting as our student. On the left, is a recording of one of our 
proctor’s computer screens. 

This is how our proctors and support team see exam takers completing the exam - 
device/exam specific information across the top, with her webcam video below.  On the 
left side of the video, you’ll see what one of our proctors sees while she’s taking her 
assessment. 

As she’s going through her assessment, you see the student flag down someone else to 
help her answer this question.  As his face comes into view, you can see her session pop 
up on our proctor’s screen to the left, for him to review and intervene if necessary. 

Our proctor sees someone else is present in the testing environment, blocks the student’s 
view of the assessment, and pops in on the exam taker via the chat.  and as you see in the 
messages, asks her to have the other person leave the room, or asks if she needs to 
change testing locations to successfully complete her assessment.  Once he leaves, our 
proctor asks the student to redo her room scan to show that her testing environment is 
clear.  During which, we can see the second person is still in view.  Our proctor then asks 
the student to have that person leave again, as the exam taker didn’t follow the proctor’s 
initial instructions.  Once the exam taker’s room scan shows her testing environment is 
completely clear, our proctor allows the exam taker to continue on with their assessment. 

You can see this interaction was relatively quick - less than 90 seconds.  And our proctor 
focused on offering solutions and alternatives so the student could make the right 
decision (do you want to move to another location?). 

���&?<C723�/�23@1?7=A7<;�<4�F<B?�>B/97AF�/@@B?/;13�=?<13@@3@�A<�C/972/A3�A63�=?<1A<?L@�?3@B9A@�
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When a proctor completes a live pop-in, if there is clear evidence of academic dishonesty, 
the proctor provides an incident report to the CSM who will contact the faculty member. 
The CSM will review the findings of the incident report and assist the faculty member with 
anything needed such as the written details of the incident, transcripts of the incident, how 
to locate/view/download the video of the exam session, etc. 

���&?<C723�/�:316/;7@:�4<?�/�4/1B9AF�:3:03?�A<�@6/?3�/;F�C723<�3C723;13�<4�163/A7;5��
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Instructors and administrators have the ability to download recordings of the student exam 
sessions. Honorlock works with the institutional admin to ensure there is an internal policy 
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on how such a request will be handled by faculty requesting hard copies for later use in 
honor court or cases of academic dishonesty.  

Per Honorlock’s Master Subscription Agreement, Honorlock retains the video log of the 
proctored exam for twelve months. This can be extended upon written request on a case-
by-case (student-by-student) basis. 

���&?<C723�/�23@1?7=A7<;�<4�:316/;7@:@�4<?�=?<A31A7<;�<4�4/1B9AF�1<;A3;A��
With Honorlock, faculty members can feel confident that they won’t have to create new 
test questions each semester. The way we protect exam content starts with our Search 
and Destroy feature. When Honorlock has been enabled on an assessment Honorlock 
searches for that content on numerous third-party websites. If that content is found, 
Honorlock files a DMCA copyright takedown notice on the faculty member’s behalf. Test 
bank websites have made leaked test content too easy to find and share, and we were 
the first, and still one just a few proctoring companies that search for this test bank content 
and see that it’s removed from the Internet.  

Additionally, Honorlock uses patented technology to prevent students from accessing 
illicit test bank content on any secondary/mobile device while they are taking an exam. 
Our Multi-Device Detection system can detect if a student is attempting to access test 
bank content on certain websites from another device (cell phone, tablet, etc.) during an 
active assessment. In the event of secondary device violation, Honorlock captures the 
screen recording of the activity that occurred on that website by the secondary device to 
provide maximum evidence. 

As an added protection measure, we also prevent students from copying, pasting, and 
printing during the exam.  

���&?<C723�/�23@1?7=A7<;�<4�6<D�@AB23;A@�/?3�=?3C3;A32�4?<:�1<=F7;5��=/@A7;5��/;2�=?7;A7;5�
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Instructors are able to use Honorlock’s exam settings to choose from different proctoring 
options on an exam-by-exam basis to determine how the student will be monitored and 
proctored during the assessment. To prevent students from copying, pasting, and printing 
during the exam the instructor will simply toggle on the appropriate settings as shown in 
the diagram below. The Disable Printing toggle prevents access to the browser print 
function to print or export exam content, while the Disable Copy and Paste toggle 
prevents exam takers from copying exam content and pasting it outside of the 
assessment. 
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Honorlock Exam Settings 

���&?<C723�/�23@1?7=A7<;�<4�3E/:�2B?/A7<;@�037;5�<443?32��
Honorlock does not set/control the duration of assessments; it simply respects the settings 
configured by the faculty member in the LMS. And exam costs are not affected by exam 
duration so our proctoring fee for a one-hour exam would be the same as it is for a two- or 
three-hour exam.  

����<D�/?3�@AB23;A�/11<::<2/A7<;@�C3?74732��=?<C7232��/;2�:<;7A<?32��
Instructors can use the Exam Guidelines to enter any specific notes for our proctors. This is 
where the instructor can list any students who need any specific accommodations. The 
student guidelines should also be added here so it is easy for the proctor to see what 
guidelines the instructor provided for the student. Below is an example of Proctor 
Guidelines. 
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Exam Guidelines—Proctor 

Most accommodations work automatically with our system, such as a student having 
multiple attempts, needing extra time, etc. As long as the accommodation has been added 
for that particular student in the LMS, our system will respect that. If a student has special 
accommodations, such as being allowed to use JAWS, a second monitor, etc., then those 
should be added in the Exam Guidelines box.  

We can also provide a bypass pin for any student who will be testing on site in a testing 
center or with a physical proctor. This bypasses Honorlock completely and can be done 
by following the steps shown below. 

The student will need to first have the Honorlock chrome extension added, and then once 
on the Launch Proctoring screen, the student can access the Accessibility button. The 
student clicks the Accessibility button, the proctor types in the bypass pin that was set for 
the exam, and the exam opens for the student. 

Use Accessibility Tab to Input Bypass Pin 

These pins can be requested by the institution on a per-exam, per-student, or global level. 
The Honorlock Customer Success team can generate these pins and distribute them to 
the institution administrators on an as-needed basis. Honorlock will now be turned off for 
the exam session. 
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Enter Pin to Bypass Proctoring 

�
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If a student is unable to take the exam with available accommodations or there is an 
alternative proctoring option (such as a live proctor on campus or at a testing center) there 
is an instructor/admin pin that the institution’s CSM can generate and provide to the faculty 
member within the Honorlock platform that can bypass proctoring for that specific student. 
Having the student take their assessment by bypassing online proctoring might be best in 
certain circumstances where a student prefers to not use a proctoring tool, where students 
have limited internet, computer limitations, or personal preference to forgo online testing. 
This exam would not be proctored but the instructor would be able to use proctoring for 
the exam, but an exception can be made for the student who will be taking their exam at 
the testing center.  
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The information provided below responds to the requirements identified above that the 
proposed solution has been implemented in a higher education environment for more 
than two years, and provides a smooth workflow process for administration, faculty, and 
students. For clarity and conciseness, all other requirements identified in the above 
paragraph have been answered below under sections 1. Software/Hardware and 2. Data 
where those specific requirements have been called out.  

Student and Instructor Workflow 

Honorlock has been providing proctoring solutions in higher education since the spring of 
2015. We developed our innovative solutions with direct feedback from student and 
instructor users from many college and university campuses. Honorlock has done all the 
heavy lifting so your faculty and student users will enjoy the easiest and most effective 
proctoring experience in the industry. We’ve built an integration with your LMS so once the 
instructor has enabled Honorlock for their course it’s just a single click process to enable 
an exam for proctoring.  

Student and Instructor Experience - Workflow 

Since we’re an on-demand solution there’s no set-up request; the instructor simply creates 
the exam in their LMS as they normally would and then clicks “enable” to enable the exam 
for proctoring.  
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Enabling Honorlock for an Exam 

Next, the instructor will have the option to turn on or off a number of exam settings as 
shown in the screen capture below. 

Honorlock Exam Settings 
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The following table provides a description of the exam settings available to the instructor 
that can be toggled on and off and that determine the levels of proctoring and how the 
student’s computer is monitored during the exam. 

Exam Settings with Descriptions 

Exam Setting Description 

Record webcam Records HD video of the student’s face and testing environment 
using the webcam built into their device or external webcam. 

Disable printing Prevents access to the browser print function to print or export 
exam content. 

Disable copy and 
paste  

Prevents exam takers from copying exam content and pasting it 
outside of the assessment.  

Record screen Records HD video of the exam taker’s laptop or desktop screen. 

Record web traffic Records web traffic logs and monitors the browser activity in 
Google Chrome during the exam. 

Student photo Requires the exam taker to take a still picture prior to taking their 
assessment. 

Student ID Requires the exam taker to take a picture with their webcam of 
their government issued photo ID, or their student photo ID. 
Honorlock will ensure the name on the ID matches with the name 
within the LMS. 

360-degree room
scan

Room scan requires that the exam taker show a 360degree view 
of their testing environment and there will be onscreen messaging 
informing them of this. If you are requesting your exam takers 
show certain items - blank scratch paper, their cell phone being 
placed out of reach, etc. Instructors can use the Additional 
Instructions section to detail out what they’d like the exam takers 
to do for the Room scan. 

Calculator Allows basic or scientific calculator during the assessment. 

Whitelist URLs Grants access via another Chrome tab to any sites that you add in 
Whitelist field. This could be a link to the e-textbook, DESMOS for 
an online graphing calculator, or a link to any other web page your 
exam takers will need to complete the assessment.  
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Browser Guard Honorlock's secure browser solution that prevents exam takers 
from accessing additional applications outside of Google Chrome. 
Any attempt to access external applications will generate an 
automated flag to be reviewed when reviewing exam taker 
results.  

In addition to the Exam Settings described above, faculty can also use the Student 
Guidelines section to identify what the exam taker can or cannot do during the 
assessment. We would also encourage the professor to clarify or expand upon any or all 
of the items they choose to enable in the Additional Instructions section. These guidelines 
and Additional Instructions will be visible to exam takers when starting their exam and will 
be utilized by our proctors to determine what is and isn’t allowed during the assessment.  

Student Guidelines and Additional Instructions 

We’ve made things very easy for the student too. The student will already be in familiar 
territory when they attempt to start their first proctored exam since they will go to their 
exam in the LMS, select the exam they need to take, and launch the proctoring session 
from there.  
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Launch Proctoring 

If the Honorlock Chrome Extension isn’t already installed, then the student will also need 
to agree to Honorlock’s Terms of Use and Privacy Policy and then add the extension: 

Add Chrome Extension 
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Hardware/software requirements for taking an online proctored exam include the 
following: 
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x� A computer that meets the below minimum system requirements with stable 
internet connection 

x� A webcam and a microphone (exam takers can use the webcam built into their 
laptop or an external one if they'd prefer) 

x� A student ID card (or a government-issued photo ID such as a driver’s license) 

x� Minimum requirements are provided in the table below but are subject to change, 
so please check our support site at https://honorlock.com/support/. 

Minimum System Requirements 

System power Dual-core 2.4 Ghz CPU, 2 GB ram or better 

Intel processor, 2 GB ram or better 

Operating system Windows 10 or greater 

Mac OS 10.13 or greater

Chrome OS version 79 or greater 

Supported browser Google Chrome—minimum version 79 

Internet connection Speed: 1.5 Mbps download, 750 Kbps upload 

Our system is compatible with computers and laptops operating on Windows, Mac, and 
Chrome OS’s that meet our minimum system requirements. Honorlock is completely cloud 
and browser based, requiring no additional native software other than the Google Chrome 
browser and the Honorlock Chrome extension.  

Honorlock provides a simple single-click test that confirms OS and browser versions, 
webcam, microphone, and an appropriate internet speed for the student’s proctored exam 
session. Students can validate that their computer meets the minimum system 
requirements on our support page. Please note, Honorlock’s minimum system 
requirements are subject to change. 

Faculty are encouraged to use the Chrome browser when enabling assessments with 
Honorlock; however, they can use any browser supported by the LMS. 

Branding 
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Our proctoring system is seamlessly integrated and embedded within the institution’s LMS 
system, thus natively acquiring the branding of the LMS. No custom branding is needed or 
available for Honorlock. 

�<@A7;5�<=A7<;@�
Honorlock is an on-demand online proctoring solution with 24/7/365 availability and is fully 
hosted on the cloud-computing (SaaS) infrastructure provided by Amazon Web Services 
(AWS). There are no self-hosting options available with Honorlock.  

"#(�7;A35?/A7<;@�
Honorlock is a certified partner of the three leading learning management systems—
Canvas, Blackboard, and D2L. Our proctoring technology seamlessly integrates with these 
learning management systems through LTI and/or a building block. Administrators install 
the Honorlock app to the primary LMS account for campus-wide use or to a sub account to 
restrict usage to a single college or department. 

Instructors enable their test with Honorlock, and neither the instructor nor the student ever 
has to leave the LMS. The instructor is able to edit the exam proctoring settings within the 
LMS. Once enabled and added to the LMS, Honorlock appears in the instructor’s sidebar 
or course navigation bar, depending on the LMS, and the proctoring results are easily 
viewed and available within the Honorlock LTI. 

&B097@63?�&9/A4<?:�7;A35?/A7<;@�
Honorlock’s Universal Exam Integration provides institutions with the flexibility to proctor 
their student assessments taken with third-party providers, such as Pearson MyLabs, 
Wiley, McGraw-Hill Connect, etc. This capability is unique in allowing an institution to 
employ the same proctoring capabilities to exams outside the native LMS. Honorlock has a 
sophisticated way of protecting the password for the exam, which is inserted for the 
student to start their assessment. When the student completes their third-party 
assessment, Honorlock stops the proctoring/recording and uninstalls the extension 
automatically for the student. For more detail please reference the following Honorlock 
Knowledge Base articles: 

x� How to Use Honorlock For Universal Exams (Faculty) 

x� How to Use Honorlock with a Universal Exam (Student) 

�/A/��3;A3?@��9<1/A7<;@��
Honorlock is fully hosted on the cloud-computing (SaaS) infrastructure provided by 
Amazon Web Services (AWS), including Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) and fully 
redundant storage infrastructure of the Amazon Simple Storage Service (S3). 
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Amazon EC2 is hosted in multiple locations worldwide. These locations comprise regions 
and availability zones. Each region is a separate geographic area, and each region has 
multiple isolated locations known as availability zones. Institution data is hosted in the US 
East (Northern Virginia) region with three EC2 availability zones and the US West (Oregon) 
region with three EC2 availability zones. 

)67?2�=/?AF�<?�@B01<;A?/1A<?�=/?A;3?@67=@�<?�7;C<9C3:3;A�
Honorlock will not involve subcontractors or third parties in the delivery and support of our 
proctoring services. 

(F@A3:�@1/9/0797AF�
Honorlock has designed the network architecture to be secure, scalable, and easily 
managed using the networking services and building blocks provided by Amazon Web 
Services. Honorlock’s infrastructure was built to support flexible scaling to meet customer 
demand within a short time window. 

During periods of high usage, additional resources are deployed to the infrastructure to 
ensure a high-quality proctoring experience for all users. The same is true for expanding 
from thousands of users to hundreds of thousands of users. Additional resources through 
our AWS SaaS cloud infrastructure are deployed so there is no degradation in the user 
experience. 

(F@A3:�?32B;2/;1F�/;2�/C/79/0797AF�
The capabilities of Amazon’s comprehensive hosting services provide the following: 

x� Fully redundant computing resources with active monitoring for failure detection 
and automated fail-over 

x� Real-time performance tuning 

x� Data protection with real-time cross availability zone replication of data and 
database 

x� Load-balanced application servers and aggressive data caching for superior web 
performance 

�/18B=�/;2�?31<C3?F�@A?/A35F�
Honorlock client data is backed up automatically both in real time and on a twenty-four-
hour schedule to multiple geographic locations, rather than a single data center. This 
allows Honorlock to provide superior disaster recovery in the case of outages. 

In the event of a disaster, Honorlock mitigates damages by limiting access to affected 
services, notifying clients with both initial and regular updates, and working diligently to 
return services to regular levels with the help of restore and recovery capabilities offered 
by our cloud solution Amazon Web Services (AWS). Honorlock’s business continuity plan 
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includes redundancy through load-balanced servers hosted in multiple availability zones. 
Our recovery plan is tested annually. 

�7@/@A3?�?31<C3?F��A3@A7;5�/;2�0B@7;3@@�1<;A7;B7AF�=9/;@
An outline of Honorlock’s Disaster Recovery, Testing, and Business Continuity plan is 
provided below. Our full Disaster Recovery and Business Continuity plan can be provided 
upon the signing of a non-disclosure agreement.  

Purpose and Objectives 

The objective of Honorlock’s Business Continuity and Disaster Recovery Plan is to provide 
guidance for the restoration of facilities and critical business processes. It is an essential 
requirement that Honorlock provide ongoing supply of customer services to an 
acceptable level. The plan defines the recovery procedures required to continue/restore 
core services in the event of a disaster. 

This plan describes the organizational framework and procedures to be activated in the 
event of a disaster occurring to enable recovery of services provided to Honorlock’s 
customers and the relevant business teams supporting these services. 

Overview of Contingency Strategy 

The contingency strategy aims to recover operations with minimal, if any, impact on the 
services supplied to our customers.  The contingency strategy focuses on resolving issues 
relating to information technology, suppliers and service factors for services offered to 
Honorlock’s customers and, where appropriate, the public. 

Specifically, the contingency strategy focuses on: 

x� Immediate welfare of staff employed at the service site
x� Assessing the workload requirements for each function 
x� Establishing priorities for, and allocate the use of, technological and human 

resources 
x� Delegating responsibilities for critical recovery procedures of each functional 

service area 
x� Central control of recovering operations 
x� Communicating the status of the event to customer representatives, management, 

and alternate sites. 

Classifying the Event 

Different disaster situations impact the business operations at Honorlock in unique 
ways.  This plan focuses on disaster scenarios that have a likelihood of occurring and 
highest impact on the operational performance of supplied customer services.  The 
circumstances which impact the operations of the Honorlock site have been identified to 
include disruptions resulting from natural, environmental and/or threatening events and 
include: 
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�/A/�3;1?F=A7<;�7;�A?/;@7A�/;2�/A�?3@A�
Data in transit is encrypted using TLS 1.2, with SHA-256 and RSA 2048-bit public key for all 
data transfers in and out of our system. Data at rest is encrypted with AES-256 block 
encryption. 

(31B?7AF�I�2/A/�/113@@�/;2�=?<A31A7<;�
Honorlock is fully committed to maintaining compliance with all state and federal 
regulations to ensure the privacy of student data and personal information. Honorlock is 
fully compliant with FERPA regulations, and we give our customers the tools they need to 
maintain their compliance. 

Honorlock’s data policies and practices are in compliance with GDPR regulations and the 
US Privacy Shield. We are also SOC2 certified. Our full SOC2 report can be provided to 
the institution upon signing of a nondisclosure agreement. 

Honorlock never accesses student education records and only uses basic directory 
information for identification purposes. This information is never transferred out of 
Honorlock’s system and is erased completely according to the agreed-to data-retention 
policy. 

�/A/�0?3/163@�
Honorlock has procedures in place to notify appropriate staff in case of a system breach. 
Honorlock mitigates damage related to data breaches by encrypting data at rest, storing 
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limited identifying information, and through consistent monitoring. In the event of a data 
breach, Honorlock would immediately notify tenants if a breach may have affected their 
data. Following that, Honorlock would work to understand the scope and cause of the 
breach and to resolve any outstanding issues.

Our incident response plan is focused on procedures to detect, respond to, and limit the 
effects of a security breach. The key steps cover preparation, identification, containment, 
removal of affected systems, recovery, and then lessons learned. We test and confirm the 
success of our incident response plan at least annually. 

%D;3?@67=�<4�2/A/�
The institution always maintains full ownership of their own data. Honorlock is authorized 
to use “anonymized” institution data which is defined in our MSA as: 

3.1 We monitor the performance and use of the Platform by our customers and collect data in 
connection therewith (the “Usage Data”). We may combine this Usage Data with other data 
(including anonymized elements of the Subscriber Content), and use such combined data, or a 
subset thereof, in an aggregate and anonymous manner (the “Aggregate Data”). You hereby agree 
that we may collect, use, publish, and vend such Aggregate Data; provided, however, that such 
usage shall not, directly or indirectly, identify you or your Authorized Users or contain your 
Confidential Information. 

)3?:7;/A7<;�<4�@3?C713@��D6/A�6/==3;@�A<�A63�2/A/��
As part of the exit process, the CSM team conducts an exit interview. Part of this interview 
is to determine when the client wants to end the storage of their data and to set an 
agreed-upon deletion date. If the client wants Honorlock to provide any data, it is copied 
and provided in a media format of choice. The client admin is also able to download 
content such as a student session directly from the LTI. Regardless, the data is not 
destroyed without written thirty-day notice at the conclusion of the final contract period. 

Honorlock, as an AWS partner, follows federal NIST 800-88 guidelines for proof of 
data/drive destruction. AWS procedures include a decommissioning process that is 
designed to prevent customer data from being exposed to unauthorized individuals. AWS 
uses the techniques detailed in DoD 5220.22-M (“National Industrial Security Program 
Operating Manual”) or NIST 800-88 (“Guidelines for Media Sanitization”) to destroy data as 
part of the decommissioning process. 

'3@A?71A7<;@�<;�/:<B;A�<4�2/A/�@A<?32�<;�A63�=?<=<@32�@<9BA7<;�
There is no restriction on the amount of data that Honorlock stores for a client. Honorlock 
regularly purges all data older than twelve months. 
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There are no restrictions on the number of users that can access the system. Honorlock 
has designed the network architecture to be secure, scalable, and easily managed using 
the networking services and building blocks provided by Amazon Web Services. 
Honorlock’s infrastructure was built to support flexible scaling to meet customer demand 
within a short time window. 

During periods of high usage, additional resources are deployed to the infrastructure to 
ensure a high-quality proctoring experience for all users. The same is true for expanding 
from thousands of users to hundreds of thousands of users. Additional resources through 
our AWS SaaS cloud infrastructure are deployed so there is no degradation in the user 
experience. 

(AB23;A &?7C/1F 

A summary of Honorlock’s data security/privacy profile includes the following: 

Encryption 

Data in transit is encrypted using TLS 1.2, with SHA-256 and RSA 2048-bit public key for all 
data transfers in and out of our system. Data at rest is encrypted with AES-256 block 
encryption. 

Student Records 

Honorlock is fully committed to maintaining compliance with all state and federal 
regulations to ensure the privacy of student data and personal information. Honorlock is 
fully compliant with FERPA regulations, and we give our customers the tools they need to 
maintain their compliance. 

Honorlock’s data policies and practices are in compliance with GDPR regulations and the 
US Privacy Shield. We are also SOC2 certified. Our full SOC2 report can be provided to 
the institution upon signing of a nondisclosure agreement. 

Honorlock never accesses student education records and only uses basic directory 
information for identification purposes. This information is never transferred out of 
Honorlock’s system and is erased completely according to the agreed-to data-retention 
policy. 

Privacy Policy 

All users (admin, faculty, students) are required to agree to our privacy policy Honorlock 
Privacy Policy before they download the Honorlock Chrome extension, which is required 
to use our proctoring services. 
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Honorlock agrees that it will protect any Confidential Information it receives according to 
commercially acceptable standards and no less rigorously than it protects its own 
Confidential Information. Specifically, Honorlock shall implement, maintain, and use 
appropriate administrative, technical, and physical security measures to preserve the 
information. Honorlock reserves the right to destroy any such data after six months or a 
mutually agreed upon duration. 

Please also see our Student Privacy Statement also available on our www.honorlock.com 
website.  

(31B?7AF�?39/A32�=<97173@�/;2�=?<132B?3@�A<�D6716�A63�%443?<?L@�3:=9<F33@�/?3�?3>B7?32�A<�
/263?3�
All Honorlock proctors are trained related to the US Family Educational Rights and Privacy 
Act 34 CFR 99 and will abide by FERPA at all times in receiving, storing, and distributing 
personally identifiable information. 

Honorlock’s data policies and practices are in compliance with GDPR regulations and the 
US Privacy Shield. We are also SOC2 certified. Our full SOC2 report can be provided to 
the institution upon signing of a nondisclosure agreement. 

Honorlock never accesses student education records and only uses basic directory 
information for identification purposes. This information is never transferred out of 
Honorlock’s system and is erased completely according to the agreed-to data-retention 
policy. 

Additionally, Honorlock’s Master Subscription Agreement says the following: 

Honorlock shall implement reasonable and typical administrative, technical, and physical 
safeguards to secure its facilities and systems from unauthorized access and to secure the 
Customer Confidential Information and data. HL agrees: to abide by FERPA’s limitations on 
re-disclosure of personally identifiable information in education records; to not use or 
disclose education records created or received from, by or on behalf of Customer or its 
authorized users for any purpose other than the purpose for which such disclosure is 
made; and to not use or disclose such education records except as permitted by this 
Agreement, as required by law or as authorized by Customer in writing. 

,30�B@/0797AF�/;2�����1<:=97/;A�/113@@70797AF�<4�A63�=?<=<@32�@<9BA7<;�
The Honorlock interfaces for administrators, instructors, and students are ADA accessible 
and compliant with Section 508 of the Americans with Disabilities Act. Honorlock ensures 
all products conform with the latest accessibility guidelines. Our development team uses 
leading-edge accessibility testing tools throughout the development process and is 
always looking for better ways to help the disadvantaged have a fair and objective testing 
experience. We also consult with external industry-leading experts regularly to continually 
improve our accessibility compliance. 
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Honorlock has also been developed and tested to conform to WCAG 2.0 level AA 
guidelines for accessible use. Conformance to accessibility guidelines is part of our 
development process, and testing is completed using various tools, including screen 
readers (Jaws and NVDA) and Deque’s axe. Before any new feature is released, it goes 
through an accessibility checklist and must meet our standard for accessibility, or the 
feature will not be included in the new release. All information including details and 
disclosures has been specified in our VPAT, which is available at 
https://honorlock.com/accessibility-statement/. 
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Training is available for faculty, administrative staff, and students and can be done through 
on-site training workshops as well as webinars (Please note that on-site training is 
temporarily suspended due to COVID-19).  

Honorlock also provides a comprehensive list of quick reference guides, help articles, and 
videos for faculty and students. This includes resources provided to the admin to assist in 
student orientation and training (if needed) and suggested syllabus language for 
instructors to ensure users have resources that are all encompassing. 

These guides and tutorials are effective as a means of providing ongoing training for new 
faculty and/or administrator users. Most of these resources are available in our customer 
Knowledge Base at https://honorlock.kb.help/. Additionally, Honorlock emails faculty each 
month (or bimonthly depending on the schedule) announcing our webinar series for the 
next few weeks, allowing any and all faculty to register for any webinars of their choosing. 

Implementation occurs based on the goal set by the client to go live at the institution. 
Once the go-live date is established, the full implementation, including training and 
onboarding sessions, take anywhere between two days and two weeks depending on the 
availability of the institution’s admins, LMS admin, and faculty members. The timeline of 
events in the diagram below provides an overview of the sequence and timing of sessions 
as they typically occur. 
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Ongoing Resources and Training 

Honorlock provides automated resources to faculty users. This is initiated at the time 
faculty members add the Honorlock LTI to their course. Honorlock receives a notification 
that it leverages to provide a drip campaign of resources that are time based to provide 
the faculty users with quick reference guides, resource guides, suggested syllabus 
information, FAQs, etc., on a cadence to supplement their progress of use within the 
system. This ensures that each faculty user is equipped with the resources they need to 
be successful without having to search for the information.  

The CSM holds regular meetings with the key administrator to review student usage, 
faculty usage, goals for adoption, and many other things as part of the ongoing support of 
the account. In addition, the CSM hosts webinars to assist faculty with best practices 
and/or training for new product-related features that are released. 

Additionally, our customer success team regularly hosts a webinar series on how to use 
Honorlock with your learning management system - including how to enable and 
configure your assessments, understanding the student experience, and how to review 
the proctoring results. The following link will show our upcoming webinar events which are 
free to attend: Upcoming Honorlock Webinars 

)316;71/9�@B==<?A�4<?�4/1B9AF��@A/44��/;2�@AB23;A@�
Honorlock provides world-class customer service with our 24/7/365 phone, live chat, and 
email support for instructors and 24/7/365 live chat and email support for students. 
Technical support is provided by Honorlock employees throughout the United States. 

Chat support access is built within the product and available in real time, so as the student 
navigates through their exam, a link to our live chat and support is a click away. There is 
no need to leave the exam or question how to find help when they run into an issue. 

)316;<9<573@�?3>B7?32�<;�23C713@�037;5�B@32�0F�@AB23;A@��7�3���D30�1/:��:71?<=6<;3��3A1���
It is essential that the peripheral hardware includes a functioning microphone and 
webcam. Exam takers can use the webcam built into their laptop or an external one if 
they'd prefer. 

(B==<?A�<4�23C713@��<=3?/A7;5�@F@A3:@��/;2�D30�0?<D@3?@�
Honorlock provides a simple single-click test that confirms OS and browser versions, 
webcam, microphone, and an appropriate internet speed for the student’s proctored exam 
session. Students can validate that their computer meets the minimum system 
requirements on our support page. Please note, Honorlock’s minimum system 
requirements are subject to change. 

Compatibility with new releases of LMS and Browser 

Our Chrome extension has wide support for multiple browser versions, including future 
versions. Google announces any Chrome version changes that affect extensions ahead of 
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time, providing Honorlock developers sufficient time to react and test. We are directly 
partnered with the developer evangelist for the Chrome app store. 

For the LMS, changing versions or adding features is less of an issue than the learning 
management system’s LTI APIs, as we are an LTI tool within the LMS. As long as the LMS 
remains LTI compliant, our integration should continue to work uninterrupted. Additionally, 
we meet IMS compliance standards and follow the general framework for LTI integrations 
supported by all LMS- and IMS-compliant learning tools. 

)67?2�=/?AF�7;A35?/A7<;@
Honorlock is a certified partner of the three leading learning management systems—
Canvas, Blackboard, and D2L. Our proctoring technology seamlessly integrates with these 
learning management systems through LTI and/or a building block. Administrators install 
the Honorlock app to the primary LMS account for campus-wide use or to a sub account to 
restrict usage to a single college or department. 

Instructors enable their test with Honorlock, and neither the instructor nor the student ever 
has to leave the LMS. The instructor is able to edit the exam proctoring settings within the 
LMS. Once enabled and added to the LMS, Honorlock appears in the instructor’s sidebar 
or course navigation bar, depending on the LMS, and the proctoring results are easily 
viewed and available within the Honorlock LTI. 

Honorlock Integration Information 
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Honorlock maintains a local database for group management and uses single sign-on 
authentication via the LMS’s OAuth protocols. No passwords are required to use 
Honorlock, as our LTI integration is completely SSO based. 

�B@A<:3?�(B==<?A�%=3?/A7<;@��/@@7@A/;13�4<?�B@3?@�D7A6�274471B9A73@�/113@@7;5�<?�B@7;5�A63�
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Honorlock’s support team prides itself on delivering world-class customer service. Their 
focus is to provide student-centric assistance as quickly as possible to ensure they are 
able to begin their assessments in a timely way. All chats are recorded, and students can 
request transcripts be emailed to them at the conclusion of a chat. Furthermore, if an exam 
taker chats with our support team during an assessment, the faculty is able to see the full 
chat transcript when reviewing the student’s exam recording. 

Students typically contact support for one of two reasons: a technical issue they need 
assistance with or an educational inquiry. 

For a technical issue, students typically reach out as they are attempting to begin their 
assessment. If a student needs assistance with granting permissions for Honorlock to 
record their screen or enabling their webcam, they can reach out to our chat support 
within the LTI itself. From there, a support representative guides them through the 
troubleshooting steps that they need to complete to begin their assessment. Once 
resolved, the support representative confirms that the student did not have any additional 
questions/concerns, and the chat concludes. 

For educational questions, students might reach out to Honorlock support through a live-
chat or via email. Students can inquire if their system meets the MSRs, and our support 
representative would send them our MSR system check to validate if their device met the 
MSRs. 

Customer Success Manager (account manager) 

Honorlock’s Customer Success managers are committed to being dedicated client 
advocates. From the beginning of the client journey, our Customer Success team works 
with your faculty to ensure that they become avid users of our product. Between the 
personalized faculty training sessions and our ongoing webinar series, we are committed 
to ensuring a successful experience for both faculty users and exam takers. Our main 
initiatives revolve around ensuring that we surpass the goals set forth by each institution 
that we onboard. Our Customer Success managers are committed to developing long-
lasting partnerships by ensuring that the needs of our clients are not only heard but 
advocated for. As partners, our team works with your institution to provide you with 
general best practices and policy implementations to ensure that the institution, and 
students, are getting the most out of their user experience. 
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Institutional Prepaid orders: Honorlock will invoice upon signing of the applicable Order 
Form. 

Institutional Multi-year orders: Honorlock will invoice Year 1 upon signing then 
subsequent invoices 30 days prior to the anniversary date. 

StudentPay orders: The student will pay by credit card at the time of each exam. 

For order history the institution’s CSM can work with our finance department to provide 
this information. We are able to provide copies of the institution’s fully executed 
agreements and/or a summary of past invoices, etc. For student pay, we'd be able to pull a 
query, via Stripe, to compile this information if requested. We also have the ability to 
present this information by pulling the Finance report available within Metabase. 
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CSM’s will partner with each academic institution to provide quarterly updates around 
usage, exam sessions, etc. Samples of the reporting that our CSM currently is able to 
provide to institutions is provided below. Some self-generated stats and usage reporting is 
in development and currently planned for release in the fourth quarter of 2020. This usage 
reporting will be available to institutions either in real time or within twenty-four hours—to 
allow for open exam sessions to close out. 

 Sample Usage Report Provided by CSM 
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Monthly Client Health Report 
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D. VALUE-ADDED SERVICES

�3@1?703�7;�23A/79�/;F�C/9B3�/2232�@3?C713@�A6/A�A63�(B==973?�1/;�=?<C723��)67@�7;19B23@�0BA�
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Atop the list of our competitive advantages and value-added services are a few of our 
advanced monitoring features previously mentioned that undeniably set Honorlock apart 
from other proctoring solutions.  

Search and Destroy 

Honorlock’s proprietary test bank removal technology is called Search and Destroy. When 
Honorlock has been enabled on an assessment Honorlock searches for that content on 
numerous third-party websites. If that content is found, Honorlock files a DMCA copyright 
takedown notice on the faculty member’s behalf. We suggest enabling Honorlock 
seventy-two hours before the assessment starts to ensure the maximum benefit of this 
Search and Destroy process. 

Multi-Device Detection 

Our patented Multi-Device Detection system can detect if a student is attempting to 
access test bank content on certain websites from another device (cell phone, tablet, etc.) 
during an active assessment. As students have access to more and more devices, it 
becomes harder for instructors to preserve academic integrity—especially in a remote 
testing context. We’re proud to have the industry’s first and only technology to detect cell 
phone, tablet, and laptop use while a student is taking an assessment. In the event of 
secondary device violation, Honorlock captures the screen recording of the activity that 
occurred on that website by the secondary device to provide maximum evidence.  

Live Proctor Pop-in 

Honorlock’s Live Proctor Pop-In is the industry’s first hybrid between automated and live 
proctoring. With our Live Pop-In feature, AI runs in the background and notifies our 
proctors of any suspicious activity or noted inconsistency with the testing guidelines. Our 
live proctors then enter an analysis window, where they view the student taking the exam 
in a one-to-one setting and determine if the infractions warrant interrupting their session. 

Once in the student’s exam session, the live proctor can further assess the situation and 
speak directly with the student. The proctor works with the student to correct the 
deficiency. If academic dishonesty is suspected or apparent, the proctor requires the 
student to immediately stop that activity, and the instructor is contacted directly. For all 
other violations, the student’s session is marked with an indicator that a pop-in occurred. 
By performing these functions, our team of proctors helps to maintain integrity throughout 
the assessment and quickly redirects any student who might be engaging in unethical 
behavior. 
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Live Pop-in keeps the human touch yet delivers a much less intimidating and non-invasive 
testing experience for the student. 

Voice Detection

Honorlock creates a written transcript whenever a voice is detected. With our voice-
detection technology, Honorlock creates a high-priority flag whenever words such as 
“Siri,” “Alexa,” “Cortana,” or “Google” are heard as well as any word from a dynamic list of 
words or phrases such as “help me,” “what’s the answer,” “cheat,” “question,” “answer,” 
and “copy.” 

Additional Value Added Services: 

Support / Implementation / Training 

All pricing options also include the following support, implementation, and training services 
at no additional charge. Training Webinars can be recorded and used by the institution as 
needed.   

• 24/7/365 Support

• 90-minute Webinar Training - Free Train the Trainers/ID’s/Faculty/Admin/IT Staff

• Integration and setup w/ Learning Management System

• Syllabus language and testing guidelines

• Guides for Students, Faculty, and Admins

• Additional virtual training sessions available (90 minutes) - $250

• Onsite Training - $2,500 (to resume in 2021)

Simulated Exams 

Honorlock offers the use of simulated exams. These exams look and feel like our full 
proctoring. Students have to authenticate themselves and the technology works in the 
exact same manner, including all features of our Browser Guard (lockdown browser), the 
only difference is that there is no recording or report of the student during testing. 
Essentially, this allows you to replace your lock down browser tool with Honorlock’s 
simulated exams without any extra charge. These will be included for use on low stakes 
exams such as quizzes, pop-quizzes, syllabus quizzes, etc. Use cases, examples, and best 
practices for use of simulated exams are included as part of onboarding and 
implementation.  

This is a means of delivering exams in mass without taking on the financial burden of 
paying for each proctored exam. Many schools do a ratio of exams being simulated to 
ensure that the presence of proctoring serves as a deterrent and the student cannot risk 
academic dishonesty on any exam because they do not know which exams are being 
recorded. The best part of simulated exams is that they cost $0 to give. The only 
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requirement is that you give real exams in at least a 1-1 ratio to simulated exams. Use of 
simulated exams only applies to the User and FTE proposed pricing models.  
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Exhibit A. Response for National Cooperative Contract 

3.0 SUPPLIER RESPONSE 

Supplier must supply the following information in order for the Principal Procurement 
Agency to determine Supplier’s qualifications to extend the resulting Master Agreement to 
Participating Public Agencies through OMNIA Partners. 

���� 
�� ��&�
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Honorlock commenced business on May 1, 2015 as a startup venture in Florida Atlantic 
University’s Tech Runway program and has been used by customers in higher education 
since July 11, 2015. Our core support and proctoring operations are managed out of our 
corporate headquarters in Boca Raton, Florida. 

As students at Florida Atlantic University, our founders recognized that while technology in 
recent years had changed education by exponentially increasing a student’s ability to 
access and take in information, the technology that gave instructors the ability to turn off 
that flow of information and ensure a fair and reliable online assessment process had not 
kept pace.  

So, they came up with an idea, developed a prototype of an online proctoring solution, 
entered an entrepreneurship competition, and took their prize money to get face time with 
college and university administrators, faculty, and students. They wanted to find out 
firsthand from end-users what kind of tools and features are needed in an online 
proctoring setting to ensure academic integrity while providing a less invasive, less 
stressful testing environment for students. 

Honorlock set out to be a disruptive force and an innovative leader in the proctoring 
industry. In 2018, Daniel Cane, co-founder of Blackboard, and Michael Hemlepp, CEO of 
Redilearning, joined as investors and Board Advisors. Now with more than 60 employees 
and over 250 higher education customers, Honorlock is the solution of choice for 
institutions that want to adopt the most effective and innovative online proctoring solution 
in the industry. 

��� )<A/9�;B:03?�/;2�9<1/A7<;�<4�@/93@�=3?@<;@�3:=9<F32�0F�(B==973?��
Honorlock currently has a team of nine sales professionals that include a VP of Revenue, a 
VP of Sales for the Mid-Central US, a Western States Regional VP, a Southeast Regional 
Director, a Northeast Regional Director, as well as market development, sales operations, 
and RFP support personnel.  
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��� $B:03?�/;2�9<1/A7<;�<4�@B==<?A�13;A3?@��74�/==971/093��/;2�9<1/A7<;�<4�1<?=<?/A3�
<44713��
Our primary support center is located at our corporate offices in Boca Raton, FL. Currently, 
as we help the education market sustain their remote learning initiatives through the 
COVID-19 pandemic, as well as adhere to local and national health advisories our 
technical support is provided by Honorlock employees throughout the United States. 

��� �;;B/9�@/93@�4<?�A63�A6?33�=?3C7<B@�47@1/9�F3/?@��

/�� (B0:7A����$�/;2��B;;����?/2@A?33A�?3=<?A��
FEIN: 82-1939155 

DUNS: 092806609 

��� �3@1?703�/;F�5?33;�<?�3;C7?<;:3;A/9�7;7A7/A7C3@�<?�=<97173@��
The very core of our business lends itself to sustainability and to reducing greenhouse gas 
emissions today and in the future. We support colleges and universities in developing and 
sustaining their online programs by ensuring they can administer exams and assessments 
in a virtual setting and still maintain their standards of academic integrity. As we help 
institutions grow their online programs this means fewer students will have to commute to 
school every day or make a trip to the testing center when it’s exam time. These efforts 
have only been accelerated with the current COVID-19 pandemic. 

With our new office space, we made a point to purchase energy efficient equipment so 
that we are able to not only manage our energy costs more efficiently but maintain sound 
sustainability practices well into the future. We’ve installed motion sensitive and energy 
efficient light bulbs, so we are using less electricity, and only when needed. For lighting 
that is not motion sensitive we’ve instructed our staff to turn lights off when leaving a room 
and to always take advantage of natural light when there is an opportunity. We encourage 
our employees to look for and share ways that we can all be more energy efficient both at 
home and in the office. We also have plans to get an energy audit from our local utility 
company to get feedback as well as tips on what we can do to improve our energy 
efficiency. 
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6<D��74�/A�/99��=?717;5�16/;53@�D63;�B@7;5�A63�27C3?@7AF�=?<5?/:���4�A63?3�/?3�/;F�27C3?@7AF�
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Honorlock’s Diversity Policy: 

Honorlock is an equal opportunity employer. We don’t tolerate discrimination against protected 
characteristics (gender, age, sexual orientation, race, nationality, ethnicity, religion, disability, 
veteran status.) We want all employees to treat others with respect and professionalism. In 
practice, this means that we: 

- Hire and promote people based on skills, experience or potential and try to reduce bias in every 
process (e.g. through structured interviews.) 

- Make accommodations to help people with disabilities move about safely on our premises and 
use our products, services, and equipment. 

- Use inclusive, the diversity-sensitive language in all official documents, signs, and job ads. 

Apart from those actions, we commit to penalizing every discriminatory, offensive, or inappropriate 
behavior. 
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3�� %A63?�?31<5;7G32�27C3?@7AF�13?A7471/A3�6<923?�-3@� $<�
No. 
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��� "7@A�/;F�?39/A7<;@67=@�D7A6�@B01<;A?/1A<?@�<?�/44797/A3@�7;A3;232�A<�03�B@32�D63;�
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Honorlock will not involve subcontractors or affiliates in the delivery and support of our 
proctoring services. 

��� �3@1?703�6<D�@B==973?�27443?3;A7/A3@�7A@394�4?<:�7A@�1<:=3A7A<?@��
A few features that set Honorlock apart from the competition are highlighted in the table 
below: 

Honorlock On-Demand Remote 
Proctoring 

Other Proctoring Companies

The Multi-Device Detection feature is our 
patented technology that detects if a student 
is attempting to search for answers on 
another device, such as a cell phone or 
tablet. In the event of secondary device 
violation, Honorlock captures the screen 
recording of the activity that occurred on that 
website by the secondary device to provide 
maximum evidence and creates a flag in the 
reporting. 

No way to detect if a student is attempting to 
search for answers on another device. 

The Search and Destroy feature searches for 
leaked or previously used exam content and 
requests the removal of content from the 
third-party website by filing DMCA copyright 
takedown notices.  

Unique exam content can be searchable on 
third-party websites with no ability to remove the 
content.  

Our Live Pop-In introduced a hybrid 
approach to proctoring where a live proctor 
is only engaged when triggered by 
suspicious activity. Another example of 
Honorlock disrupting the industry. 

Many solutions are either automated or live. With 
only automated proctoring, it can be time 
consuming for faculty to review any/all flags that 
come up during an exam. With live proctoring, 
scheduling an appointment and lack of flexibility 
cause additional stress on the exam taker. 
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The proctoring approach is less intimidating 
and noninvasive. 

Students feel that a proctor watching them from 
the beginning to the end of the exam is invasive 
and leads to additional anxiety. 

Exams are easily enabled within the LMS 
with a few clicks. Students simply go to their 
exam in the LMS as they normally would and 
launch proctoring. 

Exams are enabled in outside portals, often 
requiring the creation of multiple accounts and 
duplicate information. 

Exam recordings are typically available within 
ten minutes after the student completes the 
exam. 

Exam recordings can take up to three days to be 
uploaded in a third-party portal or can take over 
a week for a proctor to watch the recording after 
the student completed the exam and create the 
report of any incidents. 

A simple flat-rate fee is available per exam or 
per student. 

Exams are often charged by the hour, making 
two- and three-hour exams two to three times 
more expensive. 

Students can access Honorlock 24/7/365 on 
demand with live technical support. 

Students often have to schedule a time to take 
their exam and do not have access to technical 
support. 

There is no software to download or 
additional logins. 

Students have to download bulky software that 
slows down their computers and create a login 
to a third-party website. 

 �� �3@1?703�/;F�=?3@3;A�<?�=/@A�97A75/A7<;��0/;8?B=A1F�<?�?3<?5/;7G/A7<;�7;C<9C7;5�
@B==973?��
Honorlock has not been party to any litigation, bankruptcy, or reorganization. 
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Honorlock is not owned or operated by anyone who has been convicted of a felony. 

"�� �3@1?703�/;F�230/?:3;A�<?�@B@=3;@7<;�/1A7<;@�A/83;�/5/7;@A�@B==973?�
Honorlock has not had any debarment or suspension activities taken against it. 
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Honorlock provides flexibility to our customers by offering the following levels of 
proctoring services: 

Level 1, Automated (AI): Our fully automated solution detects suspicious behavior and 
flags incidents for instructor review. The log of any aberrations/instances of potential 
academic dishonesty is immediately available to the instructor for review in the LMS once 
the student completes the assessment. The recorded video is also available for instructor 
review once the session is complete; during low-volume times, the video is available in 
less than five minutes, but during peak times, it can take up to twenty-four hours for the 
HD video to compile. 

Level 2, Live Proctor Pop-In: Honorlock’s Live Proctor Pop-In is the industry’s first hybrid 
between automated and live proctoring. With our Live Pop-In feature, AI runs in the 
background and notifies our proctors of any suspicious activity or noted inconsistency with 
the testing guidelines. Our live proctors then enter an analysis window, where they view 
the student taking the exam in a one-to-one setting and determine if this warrants 
interrupting their session. 

Once in the student’s exam session, the live proctor can further assess the situation and 
speak directly with the student. The proctor works with the student to correct the 
deficiency. If academic dishonesty is suspected or apparent, the proctor requires the 
student to immediately stop that activity, and the instructor is contacted directly. For all 
other violations, the student’s session is marked with an indicator that a pop-in occurred. 
By performing these functions, our team of proctors helps to maintain integrity throughout 
the assessment and quickly redirects any student who might be engaging in unethical 
behavior.  

Additionally, this can prevent the student from having future incidents within the exam and 
guide the student to take the exam within the parameters and guidelines set forth by the 
instructor. If our proctors discover an incident that they feel the faculty should review, an 
email is sent to the instructor with the student’s name, time stamp of the incident, and a 
brief description of what occurred at that time. 

This hybrid approach of using AI to detect, with the highest accuracy, integrity incidents 
and only popping into sessions where it’s required, Honorlock can scale while 
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providing/maintaining a 1:1 proctor to student ratio. Live Pop-in keeps the human touch yet 
delivers a much less intimidating and non-invasive testing experience for the student. 
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Honorlock is able to provide our software, implementation, and support services 
nationwide including U.S. Territories and outlying areas. Training is available either onsite 
or via remote webinars and sessions can be recorded for reuse as needed (note that 
onsite training is currently suspended due to COVID-19).  

Honorlock also maintains and constantly updates its customer-facing 
This contains step-by-step guides and video resources for both students and faculty. 
Additionally, Honorlock hosts free webinars each month on a variety of topics to help 
existing and new faculty understand how to enable Honorlock in their course, what 
features/options they can enable on each assessment, how to review a student’s session, 
and a simulation of the student experience. 

��� �3@1?703�6<D�&/?A717=/A7;5��53;173@�/?3�3;@B?3�A63F�D799�?3137C3�A63�#/@A3?�
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Participating agencies will work with their Honorlock Regional Sales Director who will 
ensure that their respective order forms are in line with the Master Agreement pricing. The 
Master Agreement will be provided to the Participating Agency so they will be able to 
easily verify their order form is compliant with the Master Agreement. 
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Honorlock will not involve other companies in processing, handling, or shipping our 
products and services to the end user.  
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Honorlock’s corporate offices are located in Boca Raton, FL where our core sales, 
engineering, administration, and support activities take place. Currently, as we help the 
education market sustain their remote learning initiatives through the COVID-19 pandemic, 
as well as adhere to local and national health advisories these operation are provided by 
Honorlock employees at our corporate offices as well as from home-based offices 
throughout the United States. 
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��� &?<C723�/�23A/7932�;7;3AF�2/F�=9/;�0357;;7;5�4?<:�/D/?2�2/A3�<4�A63�#/@A3?�
�5?33:3;A�23@1?707;5�A63�@A?/A35F�A<�7::327/A39F�7:=93:3;A�A63�#/@A3?��5?33:3;A�/@�
@B==973?L@�=?7:/?F�5<�A<�:/?83A�@A?/A35F�4<?�&B0971��53;173@�A<�@B==973?L@�A3/:@�;/A7<;D723��
A<�7;19B23��0BA�;<A�97:7A32�A<��

7�� �E31BA7C3�93/23?@67=�3;2<?@3:3;A�/;2�@=<;@<?@67=�<4�A63�/D/?2�/@�A63�=B0971�@31A<?�
5<�A<�:/?83A�@A?/A35F�D7A67;�47?@A��
�2/F@�

77�� )?/7;7;5�/;2�32B1/A7<;�<4�(B==973?L@�;/A7<;/9�@/93@�4<?13�D7A6�=/?A717=/A7<;�4?<:�A63�
(B==973?L@�3E31BA7C3�93/23?@67=��/9<;5�D7A6�A63�%#$���&/?A;3?@�A3/:�D7A67;�47?@A��
�2/F@�
Honorlock executive leadership is committed to working with OMNIA Partners to develop 
a sales and marketing strategy related to the Master Agreement that will be beneficial to 
both OMNIA Partners and Honorlock. We understand the value that a Master Agreement 
like one with OMNIA Partners can have for higher education institutions across the country 
and we look forward to engaging with OMNIA Partners and making this Master Contract 
available to them.  

Upon award of this Proctoring Solutions RFP to Honorlock our intent will be to negotiate a 
mutually agreeable contract in a timely way that will include specific details as to how our 
national sales force will be trained to maximize the benefit of the Master Agreement, as 
well as specific marketing efforts and lead generation activities in a national effort to help 
both Honorlock and OMNIA Partners utilize the agreement to support the education 
markets we both serve.    

��� &?<C723�/�23A/7932�;7;3AF�2/F�=9/;�0357;;7;5�4?<:�/D/?2�2/A3�<4�A63�#/@A3?�
�5?33:3;A�23@1?707;5�A63�@A?/A35F�A<�:/?83A�A63�#/@A3?��5?33:3;A�A<�1B??3;A�&/?A717=/A7;5�
&B0971��53;173@��3E7@A7;5�&B0971��53;1F�1B@A<:3?@�<4�(B==973?��/@�D399�/@�A<�=?<@=31A7C3�
&B0971��53;173@�;/A7<;D723�7::327/A39F�B=<;�/D/?2��A<�7;19B23��0BA�;<A�97:7A32�A<��

7�� �?3/A7<;�/;2�27@A?70BA7<;�<4�/�1<�0?/;232�=?3@@�?393/@3�A<�A?/23�=B0971/A7<;@�

Upon award, Honorlock will draft a co-branded press release for release to trade 
publications. 

77�� �;;<B;13:3;A��#/@A3?��5?33:3;A�23A/79@�/;2�1<;A/1A�7;4<?:/A7<;�=B097@632�<;�A63�
(B==973?L@�D30@7A3�D7A67;�47?@A��
�2/F@�

Yes, the press release will be published on honorlock.com within the first 90 days. 
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Honorlock does not “co-brand” marketing materials. However, within 90 days of the 
award, OMNIA Partners may request the use of Honorlock's marketing materials. Any 
additions or reprinting of Honorlock marketing materials must be approved by Honorlock 
prior to print and distribution. 

7C�� �<::7A:3;A�A<�/AA3;2/;13�/;2�=/?A717=/A7<;�D7A6�%#$���&/?A;3?@�/A�;/A7<;/9��7�3��
$��&��;;B/9��<?B:��$&���<;43?3;13��3A1����?357<;/9��7�3��'357<;/9�$��&��6/=A3?�#33A7;5@��
'357<;/9��<<=3?/A7C3�(B::7A@��3A1���/;2�@B==973?�@=317471�A?/23�@6<D@��1<;43?3;13@�/;2�
:33A7;5@�A6?<B56<BA�A63�A3?:�<4�A63�#/@A3?��5?33:3;A�

Honorlock does not co-exhibit at conferences. However, if Honorlock and OMNIA Partners 
are both attending national and regional conferences in separate booths, Honorlock may 
entertain possible signage to indicate our partnership. 

C�� �<::7A:3;A�A<�/AA3;2��3E6707A�/;2�=/?A717=/A3�/A�A63�$��&��;;B/9��<?B:�7;�/;�/?3/�
?3@3?C32�0F�%#$���&/?A;3?@�4<?�=/?A;3?�@B==973?@���<<A6�@=/13�D799�03�=B?16/@32�/;2�
@A/4432�0F�(B==973?���;�/227A7<;��(B==973?�1<::7A@�A<�=?<C723�?3/@<;/093�/@@7@A/;13�A<�A63�
<C3?/99�=?<:<A7<;�/;2�:/?83A7;5�344<?A@�4<?�A63�$��&��;;B/9��<?B:��/@�27?31A32�0F�%#$���
&/?A;3?@��

Participation will be subject to budgetary allowances and marketing approval. 

C7�� �3@75;�/;2�=B0971/A7<;�<4�;/A7<;/9�/;2�?357<;/9�/2C3?A7@7;5�7;�A?/23�=B0971/A7<;@�
A6?<B56<BA�A63�A3?:�<4�A63�#/@A3?��5?33:3;A�
Honorlock does not advertise in national or regional trade publications. 

C77�� %;5<7;5�:/?83A7;5�/;2�=?<:<A7<;�<4�A63�#/@A3?��5?33:3;A�A6?<B56<BA�7A@�A3?:�
�1/@3�@AB273@��1<99/A3?/9�=7313@��=?3@3;A/A7<;@��=?<:<A7<;@��3A1���

Honorlock is open to producing case studies, collateral, and presentations if the content is 
of interest to our target market and meets Honorlock’s brand goals. 

C777�� �3271/A32�%#$���&/?A;3?@�7;A3?;3A�D30�0/@32�6<:3=/53�<;�(B==973?L@�D30@7A3�
D7A6��
H� %#$���&/?A;3?@�@A/;2/?2�9<5<��
H� �<=F�<4�<?757;/9�'3>B3@A�4<?�&?<=<@/9��
H� �<=F�<4�#/@A3?��5?33:3;A�/;2�/:3;2:3;A@�03AD33;�&?7;17=/9�&?<1B?3:3;A��53;1F�
/;2�(B==973?��
H� (B::/?F�<4�&?<2B1A@�/;2�=?717;5��
H� #/?83A7;5�#/A3?7/9@�
H� �931A?<;71�97;8�A<�%#$���&/?A;3?@L�D30@7A3�7;19B27;5�A63�<;97;3�?357@A?/A7<;�=/53��
H� ��23271/A32�A<99�4?33�;B:03?�/;2�3:/79�/22?3@@�4<?�%#$���&/?A;3?@�
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Upon award, Honorlock will evaluate the possibility of creating a dedicated landing page 
to OMNIA Partners. Honorlock will not provide a dedicated toll-free number. OMNIA 
Partners may provide an email address for Honorlock to include on the said landing page, 
if approved. 

��� �3@1?703�6<D�(B==973?�D799�A?/;@7A7<;�/;F�3E7@A7;5�&B0971��53;1F�1B@A<:3?@L�/11<B;A@�
A<�A63�#/@A3?��5?33:3;A�/C/79/093�;/A7<;/99F�A6?<B56�%#$���&/?A;3?@���;19B23�/�97@A�<4�
1B??3;A�1<<=3?/A7C3�1<;A?/1A@��?357<;/9�/;2�;/A7<;/9��(B==973?�6<92@�/;2�23@1?703�6<D�A63�
#/@A3?��5?33:3;A�D799�03�=<@7A7<;32�/:<;5�A63�<A63?�1<<=3?/A7C3�/5?33:3;A@��
We are happy to establish a plan based upon the agreed terms of a Master Agreement 
that we look forward to negotiating upon award. 

��� �18;<D93253�(B==973?�/5?33@�A<�=?<C723�7A@�9<5<�@��A<�%#$���&/?A;3?@�/;2�/5?33@�A<�
=?<C723�=3?:7@@7<;�4<?�?3=?<2B1A7<;�<4�@B16�9<5<�7;�:/?83A7;5�1<::B;71/A7<;@�/;2�
=?<:<A7<;@���18;<D93253�A6/A�B@3�<4�%#$���&/?A;3?@�9<5<�D799�?3>B7?3�=3?:7@@7<;�4<?�
?3=?<2B1A7<;��/@�D399��
Any use of the Honorlock logo must be approved by Honorlock prior to use. Honorlock 
will require 14 days for review of proposed use of our logo. 

��� �<;47?:�(B==973?�D799�03�=?</1A7C3�7;�27?31A�@/93@�<4�(B==973?L@�5<<2@�/;2�@3?C713@�A<�
&B0971��53;173@�;/A7<;D723�/;2�A63�A7:39F�4<99<D�B=�A<�93/2@�3@A/097@632�0F�%#$���
&/?A;3?@���99�@/93@�:/A3?7/9@�/?3�A<�B@3�A63�%#$���&/?A;3?@�9<5<���A�/�:7;7:B:��A63�
(B==973?L@�@/93@�7;7A7/A7C3@�@6<B92�1<::B;71/A3��
7�� #/@A3?��5?33:3;A�D/@�1<:=3A7A7C39F�@<9717A32�/;2�=B09719F�/D/?232�0F�/�&?7;17=/9�
&?<1B?3:3;A��53;1F�
77�� �3@A�5<C3?;:3;A�=?717;5�
777�� $<�1<@A�A<�=/?A717=/A3�
7C�� $<;�3E19B@7C3�
Will commit to obligations as agreed to in the Master Agreement. 

��� �<;47?:�(B==973?�D799�A?/7;�7A@�;/A7<;/9�@/93@�4<?13�<;�A63�#/@A3?��5?33:3;A���A�/�
:7;7:B:��@/93@�A?/7;7;5�@6<B92�7;19B23��
7�� !3F�43/AB?3@�<4�#/@A3?��5?33:3;A�
77�� ,<?87;5�8;<D93253�<4�A63�@<9717A/A7<;�=?<13@@�
777�� �D/?3;3@@�<4�A63�?/;53�<4�&B0971��53;173@�A6/A�1/;�BA797G3�A63�#/@A3?��5?33:3;A�
A6?<B56�%#$���&/?A;3?@�
7C�� !;<D93253�<4�03;347A@�<4�A63�B@3�<4�1<<=3?/A7C3�1<;A?/1A@�

Yes, we will train our sales organization on the Master Agreement as outlined. 
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��� &?<C723�A63�;/:3��A7A93��3:/79�/;2�=6<;3�;B:03?�4<?�A63�=3?@<;�@���D6<�D799�03�
?3@=<;@7093�4<?��

7�� �E31BA7C3�(B==<?A�

Nick Ferrari / Regional Sales Director 
Ph: 518-209-9668 
Email: nferrari@honorlock.com 

77�� #/?83A7;5�

Nick Ferrari / Regional Sales Director 
Ph: 518-209-9668 
Email: nferrari@honorlock.com 

777�� (/93@�

Nick Ferrari / Regional Sales Director 
Ph: 518-209-9668 
Email: nferrari@honorlock.com 

7C�� (/93@�(B==<?A�

Nick Ferrari / Regional Sales Director 
Ph: 518-209-9668 
Email: nferrari@honorlock.com 

C�� �7;/;17/9�'3=<?A7;5�

Nick Ferrari / Regional Sales Director 
Ph: 518-209-9668 
Email: nferrari@honorlock.com 

C7�� �11<B;A@�&/F/093�
accountspayable@honorlock.com 

C77�� �<;A?/1A@�
contracts@honorlock.com 

��� �3@1?703�7;�23A/79�6<D�(B==973?L@�;/A7<;/9�@/93@�4<?13�7@�@A?B1AB?32��7;19B27;5�1<;A/1A�
7;4<?:/A7<;�4<?�A63�67563@A�93C39�3E31BA7C3�7;�16/?53�<4�A63�@/93@�A3/:��
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Don Lazzari is our VP of Revenue and he is supported in our sales organization with sales 
professionals made up of senior enterprise sales reps, a mid-market representative, as 
well as market development, sales operations, and RFP support personnel. 

Don Lazzari, VP of Revenue 

Email: dlazzari@honorlock.com 

��� �E=9/7;�7;�23A/79�6<D�A63�@/93@�A3/:@�D799�D<?8�D7A6�A63�%#$���&/?A;3?@�A3/:�A<�
7:=93:3;A��5?<D�/;2�@3?C713�A63�;/A7<;/9�=?<5?/:��
Honorlock sales teams will consult with their respective counterparts on the OMNIA 
Partners Team to share best practices and leverage shared leads, connections, and 
resources. 

��� �E=9/7;�7;�23A/79�6<D�(B==973?�D799�:/;/53�A63�<C3?/99�;/A7<;/9�=?<5?/:�A6?<B56<BA�
A63�A3?:�<4�A63�#/@A3?��5?33:3;A��7;19B27;5�<;5<7;5�1<<?27;/A7<;�<4�:/?83A7;5�/;2�@/93@�
344<?A@��A7:39F�;3D�&/?A717=/A7;5�&B0971��53;1F�/11<B;A�@3A��B=��A7:39F�1<;A?/1A�
/2:7;7@A?/A7<;��3A1��
Honorlock will plan to structure and add responsibilities to the appropriate functional areas 
to meet its obligations in accordance with the Master Agreement. 

 �� (A/A3�A63�/:<B;A�<4�(B==973?L@�&B0971��53;1F�@/93@�4<?�A63�=?3C7<B@�47@1/9�F3/?��
&?<C723�/�97@A�<4�(B==973?L@�A<=��
�&B0971��53;1F�1B@A<:3?@��A63�A<A/9�=B?16/@3@�4<?�3/16�4<?�
A63�=?3C7<B@�47@1/9�F3/?�/9<;5�D7A6�/�83F�1<;A/1A�4<?�3/16��
Honorlock’s current customers and their related contracts are confidential, and we are not 
in a position to provide this information at this time as part of our proposal response. 

!�� �3@1?703�(B==973?L@�7;4<?:/A7<;�@F@A3:@�1/=/0797A73@�/;2�97:7A/A7<;@�?35/?27;5�<?23?�
:/;/53:3;A�A6?<B56�?3137=A�<4�=/F:3;A��7;19B27;5�23@1?7=A7<;�<4�:B9A7=93�=9/A4<?:@�A6/A�
:/F�03�B@32�4<?�/;F�<4�A63@3�4B;1A7<;@��
Honorlock uses Salesforce.com for Order Management and Quickbooks for financials and 
invoicing. 

"�� &?<C723�A63��<;A?/1A�(/93@��/@�2347;32�7;�(31A7<;��
�<4�A63�%#$���&/?A;3?@�
�2:7;7@A?/A7<;��5?33:3;A��A6/A�(B==973?�D799�5B/?/;A33�3/16�F3/?�B;23?�A63�#/@A3?�
�5?33:3;A�4<?�A63�7;7A7/9�A6?33�F3/?@�<4�A63�#/@A3?��5?33:3;A��J�B/?/;A332��<;A?/1A�
(/93@K���
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�7;�F3/?�A6?33�
Honorlock is not willing, at this time, to provide a guarantee of sales, in our proposal. 
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)<�A63�3EA3;A�(B==973?�5B/?/;A33@�:7;7:B:��<;A?/1A�(/93@��A63�/2:7;7@A?/A7<;�433�@6/99�03�
1/91B9/A32�0/@32�<;�A63�5?3/A3?�<4�A63�/1AB/9��<;A?/1A�(/93@�/;2�A63��B/?/;A332��<;A?/1A�
(/93@��
Honorlock is not willing, at this time, to provide a guarantee of sales in our proposal.

#�� �C3;�A6<B56�7A�7@�/;A717=/A32�:/;F�&B0971��53;173@�D799�03�/093�A<�BA797G3�A63�#/@A3?�
�5?33:3;A�D7A6<BA�4B?A63?�4<?:/9�@<9717A/A7<;��A63?3�:/F�03�17?1B:@A/;13@�D63?3�&B0971�
�53;173@�D799�7@@B3�A637?�<D;�@<9717A/A7<;@��)63�4<99<D7;5�<=A7<;@�/?3�/C/79/093�D63;�
?3@=<;27;5�A<�/�@<9717A/A7<;�4<?�&?<2B1A@�1<C3?32�B;23?�A63�#/@A3?��5?33:3;A��

7�� '3@=<;2�D7A6�#/@A3?��5?33:3;A�=?717;5���<;A?/1A�(/93@�?3=<?A32�A<�%#$���
&/?A;3?@���

77�� �4�1<:=3A7A7C3�1<;27A7<;@�?3>B7?3�=?717;5�9<D3?�A6/;�A63�@A/;2/?2�#/@A3?��5?33:3;A�
;<A�A<�3E1332�=?717;5��(B==973?�:/F�?3@=<;2�D7A6�9<D3?�=?717;5�A6?<B56�A63�#/@A3?�
�5?33:3;A���4�(B==973?�7@�/D/?232�A63�1<;A?/1A��A63�@/93@�/?3�?3=<?A32�/@��<;A?/1A�(/93@�A<�
%#$���&/?A;3?@�B;23?�A63�#/@A3?��5?33:3;A��

777�� '3@=<;2�D7A6�=?717;5�67563?�A6/;�#/@A3?��5?33:3;A�<;9F�7;�A63�B;97839F�3C3;A�A6/A�
A63�&B0971��53;1F�?34B@3@�A<�BA797G3�#/@A3?��5?33:3;A���<;A?/1A�(/93@�/?3�;<A�?3=<?A32�A<�
%#$���&/?A;3?@���

7C�� �4�/9A3?;/A7C3�<?�:B9A7=93�=?<=<@/9@�/?3�=3?:7AA32��?3@=<;2�D7A6�=?717;5�67563?�A6/;�
#/@A3?��5?33:3;A��/;2�7;19B23�#/@A3?��5?33:3;A�/@�A63�/9A3?;/A3�<?�/227A7<;/9�=?<=<@/9��
Honorlock executive leadership is committed to working with OMNIA Partners to develop 
a sales and marketing strategy to support an agreed upon Master Agreement that will be 
beneficial to both OMNIA Partners and Honorlock. We understand the value that a Master 
Agreement like one with OMNIA Partners can have for higher education institutions across 
the country and we look forward to engaging with OMNIA Partners to make this Master 
Agreement available to them. 

Upon award of this Proctoring Solutions RFP to Honorlock our intent will be to negotiate a 
mutually agreeable contract in a timely way that will include specific details for how to 
utilize the Master Agreement when Public Agencies issue their own solicitations to help 
both Honorlock and OMNIA Partners utilize the agreement to support the education 
markets we both serve.   
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APPENDIX A. NEW JERSEY BUSINESS COMPLIANCE FORMS 

Please see the following New Jersey Business Compliance forms provided after this cover 
page.  

DOC #1 Ownership Disclosure Form  

DOC #2 Non-Collusion Affidavit  

DOC #3 Affirmative Action Affidavit 

DOC #4 Political Contribution Disclosure Form  

DOC #5 Stockholder Disclosure Certification 

DOC #6 Certification of Non-Involvement in Prohibited Activities in Iran 

DOC #7 New Jersey Business Registration Certificate 
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'XULQJ�WKH�SHUIRUPDQFH�RI�WKLV�FRQWUDFW��WKH�FRQWUDFWRU�DJUHHV�DV�IROORZV��

7KH� FRQWUDFWRU� RU� VXEFRQWUDFWRU�� ZKHUH� DSSOLFDEOH�� ZLOO� QRW� GLVFULPLQDWH� DJDLQVW� DQ\� HPSOR\HH� RU� DSSOLFDQW� IRU�
HPSOR\PHQW� EHFDXVH� RI� DJH�� UDFH�� FUHHG�� FRORU�� QDWLRQDO� RULJLQ�� DQFHVWU\�� PDULWDO� VWDWXV�� VH[�� DIIHFWLRQDO� RU� VH[XDO�
RULHQWDWLRQ���7KH�FRQWUDFWRU�ZLOO�WDNH�DIILUPDWLYH�DFWLRQ�WR�HQVXUH�WKDW�VXFK�DSSOLFDQWV�DUH�UHFUXLWHG�DQG�HPSOR\HG��DQG�
WKDW�HPSOR\HHV�DUH�WUHDWHG�GXULQJ�HPSOR\PHQW��ZLWKRXW�UHJDUG�WR�WKHLU�DJH��UDFH��FUHHG��FRORU��QDWLRQDO�RULJLQ��DQFHVWU\��
PDULWDO� VWDWXV�� VH[�� DIIHFWLRQDO� RU� VH[XDO� RULHQWDWLRQ�� � 6XFK� DFWLRQ� VKDOO� LQFOXGH�� EXW� QRW� EH� OLPLWHG� WR� WKH� IROORZLQJ��
HPSOR\PHQW��XSJUDGLQJ��GHPRWLRQ��RU�WUDQVIHU��UHFUXLWPHQW�RU�UHFUXLWPHQW�DGYHUWLVLQJ��OD\RII�RU�WHUPLQDWLRQ��UDWHV�RI�SD\�
RU�RWKHU�IRUPV�RI�FRPSHQVDWLRQ��DQG�VHOHFWLRQ�IRU�WUDLQLQJ��LQFOXGLQJ�DSSUHQWLFHVKLS���7KH�FRQWUDFWRU�DJUHHV�WR�SRVW�LQ�
FRQVSLFXRXV�SODFHV��DYDLODEOH�WR�HPSOR\HHV�DQG�DSSOLFDQWV�IRU�HPSOR\PHQW��QRWLFHV�WR�EH�SURYLGHG�E\�WKH�3XEOLF�$JHQF\�
&RPSOLDQFH�2IILFHU�VHWWLQJ�IRUWK�SURYLVLRQV�RI�WKLV�QRQ�GLVFULPLQDWLRQ�FODXVH��

7KH�FRQWUDFWRU�RU�VXEFRQWUDFWRU��ZKHUH�DSSOLFDEOH�ZLOO��LQ�DOO�VROLFLWDWLRQV�RU�DGYHUWLVHPHQW�IRU�HPSOR\HHV�SODFHG�E\�RU�
RQ�EHKDOI�RI�WKH�FRQWUDFWRU��VWDWH�WKDW�DOO�TXDOLILHG�DSSOLFDQWV�ZLOO�UHFHLYH�FRQVLGHUDWLRQ�IRU�HPSOR\PHQW�ZLWKRXW�UHJDUG�WR�
DJH��UDFH��FUHHG��FRORU��QDWLRQDO�RULJLQ��DQFHVWU\��PDULWDO�VWDWXV��VH[��DIIHFWLRQDO�RU�VH[XDO�RULHQWDWLRQ��

7KH�FRQWUDFWRU�RU�VXEFRQWUDFWRU��ZKHUH�DSSOLFDEOH��ZLOO�VHQG�WR�HDFK�ODERU�XQLRQ�RU�UHSUHVHQWDWLYH�RI�ZRUNHUV�ZLWK�ZKLFK�
LW� KDV� D� FROOHFWLYH� EDUJDLQLQJ� DJUHHPHQW� RU� RWKHU� FRQWUDFW� RU� XQGHUVWDQGLQJ�� D� QRWLFH�� WR� EH� SURYLGHG� E\� WKH� DJHQF\�
FRQWUDFWLQJ�RIILFHU�DGYLVLQJ�WKH�ODERU�XQLRQ�RU�ZRUNHUV
�UHSUHVHQWDWLYH�RI�WKH�FRQWUDFWRU
V�FRPPLWPHQWV�XQGHU�WKLV�DFW�DQG�
VKDOO�SRVW�FRSLHV�RI�WKH�QRWLFH�LQ�FRQVSLFXRXV�SODFHV�DYDLODEOH�WR�HPSOR\HHV�DQG�DSSOLFDQWV�IRU�HPSOR\PHQW��

7KH�FRQWUDFWRU�RU�VXEFRQWUDFWRU��ZKHUH�DSSOLFDEOH��DJUHHV�WR�FRPSO\�ZLWK�DQ\�UHJXODWLRQV�SURPXOJDWHG�E\�WKH�7UHDVXUHU�
SXUVXDQW�WR�3�/��������F�������DV�DPHQGHG�DQG�VXSSOHPHQWHG�IURP�WLPH�WR�WLPH�DQG�WKH�$PHULFDQV�ZLWK�'LVDELOLWLHV�$FW��

7KH�FRQWUDFWRU�RU�VXEFRQWUDFWRU�DJUHHV�WR�DWWHPSW�LQ�JRRG�IDLWK�WR�HPSOR\�PLQRULW\�DQG�IHPDOH�ZRUNHUV�WUDGH�FRQVLVWHQW�
ZLWK�WKH�DSSOLFDEOH�FRXQW\�HPSOR\PHQW�JRDO�SUHVFULEHG�E\�1�-�$�&������������SURPXOJDWHG�E\�WKH�7UHDVXUHU�SXUVXDQW�WR�
3�/��������&������DV�DPHQGHG�DQG�VXSSOHPHQWHG�IURP�WLPH�WR�WLPH�RU�LQ�DFFRUGDQFH�ZLWK�D�ELQGLQJ�GHWHUPLQDWLRQ�RI�WKH
DSSOLFDEOH� FRXQW\� HPSOR\PHQW� JRDOV� GHWHUPLQHG� E\� WKH� $IILUPDWLYH� $FWLRQ� 2IILFH� SXUVXDQW� WR� 1�-�$�&�� ���������
SURPXOJDWHG�E\�WKH�7UHDVXUHU�SXUVXDQW�WR�3�/��������&������DV�DPHQGHG�DQG�VXSSOHPHQWHG�IURP�WLPH�WR�WLPH�

7KH� FRQWUDFWRU� RU� VXEFRQWUDFWRU� DJUHHV� WR� LQIRUP� LQ� ZULWLQJ� DSSURSULDWH� UHFUXLWPHQW� DJHQFLHV� LQ� WKH� DUHD�� LQFOXGLQJ�
HPSOR\PHQW�DJHQFLHV��SODFHPHQW�EXUHDXV��FROOHJHV��XQLYHUVLWLHV��ODERU�XQLRQV��WKDW�LW�GRHV�QRW�GLVFULPLQDWH�RQ�WKH�EDVLV�
RI� DJH�� FUHHG�� FRORU�� QDWLRQDO� RULJLQ�� DQFHVWU\�� PDULWDO� VWDWXV�� VH[�� DIIHFWLRQDO� RU� VH[XDO� RULHQWDWLRQ�� DQG� WKDW� LW� ZLOO�
GLVFRQWLQXH�WKH�XVH�RI�DQ\�UHFUXLWPHQW�DJHQF\�ZKLFK�HQJDJHV�LQ�GLUHFW�RU�LQGLUHFW�GLVFULPLQDWRU\�SUDFWLFHV��

7KH�FRQWUDFWRU�RU�VXEFRQWUDFWRU�DJUHHV� WR�UHYLVH�DQ\�RI� LW� WHVWLQJ�SURFHGXUHV�� LI�QHFHVVDU\�� WR�DVVXUH�WKDW�DOO�SHUVRQQHO�
WHVWLQJ�FRQIRUPV�ZLWK�WKH�SULQFLSOHV�RI�MRE�UHODWHG�WHVWLQJ��DV�HVWDEOLVKHG�E\�WKH�VWDWXWHV�DQG�FRXUW�GHFLVLRQV�RI�WKH�VWDWH�
RI�1HZ�-HUVH\�DQG�DV�HVWDEOLVKHG�E\�DSSOLFDEOH�)HGHUDO�ODZ�DQG�DSSOLFDEOH�)HGHUDO�FRXUW�GHFLVLRQV��

7KH�FRQWUDFWRU�RU�VXEFRQWUDFWRU�DJUHHV�WR�UHYLHZ�DOO�SURFHGXUHV�UHODWLQJ�WR�WUDQVIHU��XSJUDGLQJ��GRZQJUDGLQJ�DQG�OD\�RII�
WR�HQVXUH�WKDW�DOO�VXFK�DFWLRQV�DUH�WDNHQ�ZLWKRXW�UHJDUG�WR�DJH��FUHHG��FRORU��QDWLRQDO�RULJLQ��DQFHVWU\��PDULWDO�VWDWXV��VH[��
DIIHFWLRQDO�RU�VH[XDO�RULHQWDWLRQ��DQG�FRQIRUP�ZLWK�WKH�DSSOLFDEOH�HPSOR\PHQW�JRDOV��FRQVLVWHQW�ZLWK�WKH�VWDWXWHV�DQG�FRXUW�
GHFLVLRQV�RI�WKH�6WDWH�RI�1HZ�-HUVH\��DQG�DSSOLFDEOH�)HGHUDO�ODZ�DQG�DSSOLFDEOH�)HGHUDO�FRXUW�GHFLVLRQV��

7KH�FRQWUDFWRU�DQG�LWV�VXEFRQWUDFWRUV�VKDOO�IXUQLVK�VXFK�UHSRUWV�RU�RWKHU�GRFXPHQWV�WR�WKH�$IILUPDWLYH�$FWLRQ�2IILFH�DV�
PD\�EH� UHTXHVWHG�E\� WKH�RIILFH� IURP� WLPH� WR� WLPH� LQ�RUGHU� WR� FDUU\�RXW� WKH�SXUSRVHV�RI� WKHVH� UHJXODWLRQV�� DQG�SXEOLF�
DJHQFLHV�VKDOO�IXUQLVK�VXFK�LQIRUPDWLRQ�DV�PD\�EH�UHTXHVWHG�E\�WKH�$IILUPDWLYH�$FWLRQ�2IILFH�IRU�FRQGXFWLQJ�D�FRPSOLDQFH�
LQYHVWLJDWLRQ�SXUVXDQW�WR�6XEFKDSWHU����RI�WKH�$GPLQLVWUDWLYH�&RGH��1-$&���������
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APPENDIX B. PRODUCT INFORMATION AND CASE STUDIES 

Please see the Honorlock Customer Case Studies and Product Information sheets 
provided on the following pages:  

x� Online Proctoring Made Easy

x� Longwood University Case Study

x� University of Northern Alabama Case Study

x� University of Florida Whitepaper

Links to Other Case Studies, Video Testimonials, and Webinars 

Customer Case Studies 

Polk State College - Success Story 

Worcester Polytechnic Institute 

St. Petersburg College 

Customer Testimonials (Videos) 

Tyler Junior College 

Florida International University 

Worcester Polytechnic Institute 

Polk State College 

Webinars / Blogs 

Succeeding in the Maelstrom of Change - Webinar 

Surviving Remote Teaching - Webinar 

New Playbook Eases the Transition to Online Learning 

Honorlock Protects Student Privacy 

Comparing Online Proctoring Services - Blog
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Online Proctoring Made Easy
Honorlock provides on-demand proctoring services for schools and universities. Our simple, a!ordable platform operates 
around you–no scheduling, headaches or bulky software downloads. We prioritize academic integrity and are continually 
innovating to o!er the most innovative solution available. Here are a few ways we stand out from the rest:

Live Proctors When You Need Them
Honorlock o!ers the "rst and only proctoring 
system that combines the bene"ts of automation 

with those of a live proctor. With Live Pop-In™, we prompt a 
live proctor to pop in during a session if the student triggers 
our automated system with suspicious activity. Live Pop-In 
is the new live proctoring service—only better—because 
Live Pop-In is geared toward prevention. Our live certi"ed 
proctor is intervening just in time to prevent suspicious 
activity from going further. If the student accidentally 
prompted the Live Pop-In, the proctor will help them get 
back on track with their exam. Faculty save a substantial 
amount of time when reviewing the assessment report 
because they don’t have to review false #ags.

Protect Your Exam Content
Search and Destroy™, our proprietary test bank 
removal technology searches for and destroys 

unauthorized copies of your test questions on the 
internet. Once you enable Honorlock in an assessment, 
our software automatically searches for leaked assessment 
content. It then removes the material from third-party 
websites by "ling DMCA copyright takedown notices. Test 

bank websites have made leaked test content too easy to 
"nd and share, and we are the only proctoring company 
searching for and removing it quickly and completely. As 
an added protection measure, we also prevent students 
from copying, pasting, and printing during the exam. We 
give instructors the con"dence of knowing they won’t 
have to create new test questions each semester.

Detect the Use of Unauthorized 
Secondary Devices
As students have access to more and more 

devices, it becomes harder for instructors to preserve 
academic integrity—especially in a remote testing 
context. We’re proud to have the industry’s "rst and only 
technology to detect cell phone, tablet, and laptop use 
while a student is taking an assessment. Our patented 
system can detect when these devices are accessing test 
bank content during an exam, and we capture a screen 
recording of the secondary device to provide evidence in 
the event of a violation. Students can no longer get away 
with using their phone out of view, and you get to proctor 
beyond the webcam, protecting the academic integrity of 
your classroom.

™
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Proctor Third-Party Exams Seamlessly
When faculty need to administer exams 
outside of your LMS, you’re looking for 

solutions that provide e!ective evaluation while 
preventing academic dishonesty. Now Honorlock will set 
your institution apart by delivering proctoring services 
within third-party exam systems such as MyMathLab, 
ALEKS, Pearson and McGraw Hill. Faculty can easily 
register third-party exams and customize exam settings in 
your LMS. Students can access and launch the exam with 
a few simple clicks. You can rest assured that all exams–
even those outside your LMS–are proctored e!ectively to 
protect academic integrity.

Block Access to Websites and 
Applications
Browser Guard™ allows you to deliver your tests 

securely without requiring students to download a bloated 
custom browser. Once a student installs the Google Chrome 
extension and begins the exam, their web browsing will be 
restricted and recorded, preventing access to unauthorized 
web content, unapproved applications, and multiple 
monitors. The Honorlock system takes a screen recording 
while the student is testing so you can see everything they’re 
seeing. You can also whitelist websites you’d like students to 
be able to access during the test, and you can allow them to 
access some applications—like an on-screen calculator. Even 
when you aren’t there to proctor the exam, you get to control 
the testing environment while giving your students the 
freedom and #exibility of using their everyday browser.

About Honorlock
Honorlock is revolutionizing the way education institutions protect the academic integrity of online courses and 
assessments. Honorlock’s proprietary features—Live Pop In, Secondary Device Detection and Search & Destroy—provide 
educators with superior proctoring and analytics, and students with a less intimidating testing environment and the 
#exibility of on-demand proctored exams whenever and wherever they need it. Honorlock is dedicated to providing 
world-class service and support 24/7/365.

To learn more, visit us at honorlock.com.

OTHER FEATURES                
AND BENEFITS

24/7/365 Support 
World-class email, chat, and phone support based 
in Boca Raton, Florida.

Quick and easy setup 
Instructors can easily enable an exam for proctoring 
with a simple two-click process, and it’s just as easy 
for the student. It typically takes less than 60 seconds 
for the student to complete the authentication 
process and start the exam. We also provide a simple 
single click test that will con"rm OS, browser version, 
and appropriate internet speed.

Real-time recording 
The exam session can be viewed by the instructor 
immediately. Any incident or suspicious activity will 
appear in the instructor’s dashboard in real time. 

Whitelisting 
Allows faculty to give students permission to 
visit speci"c websites while restricting them from 
visiting unauthorized website during their exam 
session.

On-demand proctoring
No scheduling, no software, no headaches. 
Students can take proctored exams any time.
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Honorlock™ Customer Success Story
Dr. Juliette Mersiowsky, Director, Distance Education and Digital Education Collaborative, 
Longwood University, Farmville, Virginia

From Disenchanted 
to Delighted 
In the Fall of 2018, Dr. Juliette Mersiowsky attended the 
Online Learning Consortium (OLC) Accelerate conference 
in Orlando with one purpose in mind—to "nd a new 
proctoring solution.  “We had become disenchanted with 
our previous proctoring service,” said Mersiowsky. “They 
did not have the features or support we needed for our 
students and faculty.”

Longwood University is a public liberal arts university in 
Farmville, Virginia. With on-campus and hybrid classes, 
and a fully online MBA program, Longwood needed more 
from their proctoring system than a lock-down browser. 
They needed a system that would verify the student’s 
identity and be easy to deploy and use.

“I met Andres from Honorlock at OLC and I was blown 
away by his demo,” said Mersiowsky. “No other company 
there came close with the features, #exibility, and support 
we needed.”  Within a few weeks of the conference, 
Mersiowsky had engaged a pilot of Honorlock for a four-
week intensive online course. According to Mersiowsky, 
“the faculty fell in love with Honorlock!” 

“We feel it is improving academic 
integrity better than the previous 
solution due to a notable di!erence 
in test scores.”
s.”
Longwood has been using Honorlock ever since. “With 
Honorlock, all of the challenges with our previous 
proctoring solution are non-existent. My team doesn’t get 
complaints from faculty that students couldn’t test
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because the proctoring platform was broken. And we don’t 
get Support calls because Honorlock provides amazing 
support,” said Mersiowsky.  “More importantly, we feel it 
is improving academic integrity better than the previous 
solution due to a notable di!erence in test scores.”

When asked how faculty 
feel about Honorlock, 
she said, “One of the 
unexpected features 
that has surprised and 
delighted our faculty is 
Search and Destroy. So 
fabulous!” Honorlock’s 
Search and Destroy™ 

feature removes unauthorized test content from the 
internet making it virtually impossible for students to 
access. It saves faculty precious time of rewriting tests 
each semester.

When asked how students feel about Honorlock, she said, 
“I don’t get any complaints about it. They say it’s quick and 
easy, and once they start the exam, they don’t even notice 
that they’re being proctored, which helps to reduce test 
anxiety.”

What’s Mersiowsky’s advice to others who may be 
disenchanted with their proctoring service, “Just do it! 
Call Honorlock. They are responsive to our needs and 
suggestions, which is a good indicator of the kind of 
company that listens. Honorlock’s support is fabulous!  
They are very customer service oriented, which is rare 
among instructional technology companies today.”

Learn more at honorlock.com.

“Honorlock is responsive to our needs and suggestions, which is 
a good indicator of the kind of company that listens. Honorlock’s 
support is fabulous! They are very customer service oriented, which 
is rare among instructional technology companies today.” 

– Dr. Juliette Mersiowsky, Longwood University

Results with Honorlock

1. Saves faculty time and hassle of rewriting
exams due to test content leaking onto the
internet

2. Veri!es students’ identity

3. Easy to use and deploy. It did not require IT
support for deployment.

4. Reduces student test anxiety

5. Honorlock Customer Support reduced the
burden on in-house sta"
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Honorlock™ Customer Success Story
Jill Simpson, PhD, Assistant Professor, Computer Science and Information Systems, 
Instructional Technologist for the College of Business, University of North Alabama 

Students call for 
a better online 
proctoring solution 
The College of Business at the University of North Alabama 
(UNA) makes a regular practice of conducting focus groups 
with students to learn how well the College is serving 
their needs as well as help set a vision for the future. Over 
the past few years, a recurring theme from students was 
complaining about cheating on campus. “They said many 
students were bragging about how to get around the 
online exam proctoring solution we were using at the time,” 
said Jill Simpson, PhD, an Instructional Technologist for 
the UNA College of Business. “They felt they were being 
penalized because they were NOT cheating.”

In today’s intense academic environment, students are 
under extreme pressure to achieve perfect grades to win 
a competitive scholarship or acceptance to a graduate 
program. The drive for an “A” may compromise their 

decision making and lead them to rationalize searching 
test banks for answers or other forms of cheating. This 
puts other students at a disadvantage. 

While the college was using a proctoring solution for 
online exams, it wasn’t very e!ective and therefore some 
faculty were reluctant to use it. “The proctoring solution 
we had was used as a deterrent only,” said Simpson.  

The importance of ensuring academic integrity and fairness 
for all students at UNA’s College of Business led them to 
search for a better exam proctoring solution. The dean asked 
Simpson to head up the e!ort. She started by asking faculty 
and students for feedback to devise a list of priorities.

PRIORITIES FOR A NEW PROCTORING SOLUTION
#1  Verify Identity: they needed a solution that would  

automatically verify the student’s identity.
#2  E"ective: the solution needed to do its’ job of  

protecting academic integrity.
#3  Easy to use: Both faculty and students needed a  

solution that was intuitive and user friendly. 

™
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The UNA College of Business piloted four proctoring 
products over a period of two years. Here were their "ndings:

Solution 1: Delayed Faculty Reporting
The "rst solution they piloted allowed them to verify identity 
and it was e!ective, but it was not easy to use. Students didn’t 
"nd it intuitive and faculty didn’t like waiting two weeks after 
an exam to get a faculty report. “If the proctored exam was 
a "nal, they wouldn’t get the report until after grades were 
due and then it’s too late to address any suspicious activity,” 
Simpson said. The faculty needed real-time reporting.

Solution 2: Automated Proctoring Alone was       
Not E"ective
The second solution involved an automated proctoring 
solution that provided immediate results and captured 
student identity, but it did not verify it and students 
quickly learned how to beat it. It was user-friendly from 
the student perspective but was very clunky and tedious 
from the faculty perspective.

Solution 3: Live Proctor Led to Student Anxiety  
and Scheduling Frustration
The third solution veri"ed identity and was e!ective, but 
failed on user friendliness. Students didn’t like having to 
schedule their exams in advance and if something came up 
and they had to change their exam time, they had to wait 
another 24 hours to take the exam (or pay an on-demand 
fee). “It was a hassle for the students because the exam 
might close within those 24 hours,” said Jill. “It used a live 
proctor to verify identity, which is why students had to wait 
24 hours. Student complaints were through the roof.”

Solution 4: Honorlock Met All Three Priorities
Honorlock veri"ed identity, was very e!ective and it was easy 
to use. “The faculty loved it because it did what we wanted 
it to do and it was super easy to use. Even students said 
they liked Honorlock best,” said Simpson. “There was one 
professor who didn’t see the point of proctoring because 
he said students will "nd a way to cheat, but after looking 
at the Honorlock video and report, he said, ‘This is pretty 
impressive!’ I couldn’t have asked for a better endorsement!”

100% ADOPTION OF HONORLOCK
With the "rst three proctoring solutions, some faculty 
chose not to proctor their exams because they didn’t 
like the proctoring solutions that were available. Now, 
with Honorlock, every exam in the College of Business is 
proctored. “I was instantly in love with Honorlock!” said 
Simpson. “With Honorlock, more faculty began to proctor 
their online exams. They saw that it worked and now they 
all use it and have faith in it.”

Learn more at honorlock.com.

“I was instantly in love with Honorlock. With Honorlock, 
more faculty began to proctor their online exams. They saw 
that it worked and now they all use it and have faith in it.” 

– Jill Simpson, PhD, University of North Alabama

Results with Honorlock

1. Normalized the bell curve by preventing
cheating

2. Achieved 100% adoption—100% of all exams
in the College of Business are proctored

3. Helped with student retention by reducing test
anxiety and leveling the playing !eld

4. Saved faculty time and hassle by providing
real-time reporting
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Liberate Learning 
Online by Unwinding 
the Need and 
Opportunity to Cheat

™

by Ryan P. Mears, Ph.D., Lecturer in Psychology, University of Florida 

The growing prevalence of online learning is a microcosm of a global economic and cultural shift toward a digitally-
driven information society. Online courses present numerous bene"ts and challenges to students and to higher education 
institutions. One such challenge is the problem of cheating. In order for online learning to guarantee a learning experience 
that is equivalent to traditional coursework and to meet its full potential, technological structures and supports are required. 

White Paper
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Problems of Cheating in Online 
Learning 
Cheating in the digital space is a major 

challenge toward the realization of the potential for an 
online course. A report in The Journal of Legal Education 
likens cheating to a form of fraud (Burke, et al., 2018). 
There are a triad of factors that are present in a fraud/
cheating scenario. They are need, opportunity and 
rationalization. 

The fraud triangle in online learning would involve 
a student’s need for top grades. The disconnected 
nature of online learning provides an opportunity. 
The rationalizations might include, the prevalence of 
cheating, a low likelihood of being caught, mismatch in 
the expectations of students and the course instructor, 
and even normalization by means of social media. If 
hazard of cheating is correctly diagnosed, approaches 
that can reduce all three aspects of the fraud triangle will 
have the best chance to reduce cheating. 

Reduce Need for Cheating
In traditional courses there are normally 
a few larger components that determine 

the grade. A majority portion of course credit can be 
determined by two to four events of exams or "nal 
assignments. High-stakes assignments or exams are 
single events that determine a full letter grade of course 
credit. 

James Lang, a well-known teaching methods author, 
proposes that high-stakes exams are a major motivation 
for cheating because risks of expending much e!ort 
are not necessarily guaranteed to produce desired 
scores (Lang, 2013). Lang proposes that an e!ective 
means to disincentivize cheating is to utilize low stakes 
assessments by separating large comprehensive 
assessments into many smaller ones. Lang cites an 
experiment by Karpicke and Roediger (2008) where 
active retrieval immediately after encoding has been 
shown to promote long-term retention better than 
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mere repetition followed by later testing. A decade of 
subsequent work has advanced and expanded upon 
this “testing e!ect” (Brame and Biel, 2015). As a holdover 
from traditional in-person courses, high-stakes testing 
has diminished utility for online learning. In fact, an 
advantage of online courses is that a multitude of small 
assessments are facilitated by automation of scheduling 
and scoring. In this way students are provided immediate 
feedback to recruit additional e!ort or reward mastery.

Traditional in-person courses typically sample randomly 
out of the full set of possible assessment information for 
the sake of utility and the amount of time available for 
a large exam. The randomized selection of information 
accompanies a hazard for the individual student that 
their preparation does not match the scope of the exam. 
From the perspective of the student, they must either 
memorize everything or have some decision strategy to 
identify and reduce the set to what will be present on 
the exam. A "rst exam in a given course provokes much 
anxiety in students who are uncertain that they are 
focusing their e!orts on information that is most likely to 
be covered in the exam. When instructors assist students 
in this process students can narrow their scope, and this 
is sometimes referred to as “teaching to the test.” Any 
e!ort beyond the point of study guides and rubrics often 
requires information outside of the intended scope of 
the course. This quest for outside information is one of 
the main origination points for paths to cheating, and it 
is largely driven by uncertainty of exam content. Hazards 
and detrimental practices are identi"ed in Table 1. 
Ultimately, for online courses, there is no necessity for 
few high-stakes exams to present unacceptable risks to 
students who need top grades. 

Eliminate Opportunities to Cheat
The time course of assessment in online 
courses is di!erent from traditional courses. 

Exams in conventional, in-person courses are concurrent 
whereas all students start their exam at the same time and 
"nish in the same class period. Then, afterwards, students 
might receive feedback or inspect the information of 
the exam. This is an aspect that is taken for granted in 
comparison with online courses where exams are usually 
asynchronous. The potential #ow of information between 
students is controlled during concurrent traditional exams. 
Students are less motivated to communicate while they 
are preoccupied with completion of a time-limited exam. 
However, during online assessment the interval between 
exam completion and any feedback for one student will 
increase the likelihood that the student will inform other 
students about exam content. 

Importantly, additional structures and supporting 
technology will be worthwhile to utilize in order to make 
up for the constraints that accompany a traditional 
in-person course. Recommended practices (Table 1) are 
important to make up for the heterogeneous and varied 
environments that students will encounter. One way to 
address the issue of open versus closed book exams is to 
explicitly control the information that is accessed during 
questions. Speci"c illustrations, graphs, tables, and text 
can be provided in order to provide controlled access 
for students. This way all students bene"t equally from 
access to the most relevant material without the need to 
resort to text searches. Understanding of material often 
results in rapid completion of problems, where students 
are able to easily eliminate the incorrect distractor 
answers in multiple choice questions. 

Canvas is a Learning Management System that supports an 
assortment of presentation modes for individual question 
items (Table 2). Sequential presentation of question items 
is useful to prevent sharing of the entirety of content with 
a single screenshot of copy and paste action. Importantly, 
one should utilize question banks of alternative question 
items where the correct answers and distractor answers 
di!er depending on speci"c question details. After exam 

An e!ective means to disincentivize 
cheating is to utilize low stakes 
assessments by separating large 
comprehensive assessments into 
many smaller ones. 

– James Lang, Author
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completion, provide paraphrased feedback for questions 
missed. Restrict access to verbatim questions and answer 
choices where questions were correctly answered. For 
missed question items, identify general information 
pertaining to the question. Include information such as 
speci"c portions of a lecture or subsections of textbook 
chapters, but it is important to omit the speci"c verbiage of 
the questions and answer choices. 

Honorlock is an online service that enables classi"cation 
and control of student activity during learning 
assessment. Several recommendations for settings 
are indicated in Table 3a. There are several recording, 
veri"cation and proctoring options to classify and 
constrain student activities during testing. Honorlock 
proctoring teams utilize a combination of automated and 
supervised processes to monitor activity during testing, 
and the particular combination technology enables 
maintenance of high throughput operations while 
providing live pop-in and control capabilities. 

After completion of testing (Table 3b, After Assessment) 
course instructors have the ability to learn from o!-line 
classi"cation and analysis of various records of student 
activities. Importantly, the technology that Honorlock 
utilizes enables the use of many 
smaller, low-stakes quizzes. This 
activity minimizes need for cheating 
but enables the bene"ts of repeated 
recall and improved retention that 
accompanies many small tests.

Curtail 
Rationalization
Although rationalization 

is a consequence or corollary of the 
decision to cheat, in many ways, it is a 
prerequisite to repeated and expanding patterns of cheating. 
A concise and explicit guarantee to report all instances of 
cheating will cause students to consider consequences 
before initially cheating. The course syllabus is the best 
place to include this information, and the information 
can be discussed during the "rst week of a course. For an 
excellent presentation of the substance and consequence 
of academic integrity consider the resource provided by 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (integrity.mit.edu). 

Ultimately, the most optimal approach to cheating 
is to have a course structure whereas cheating is less 
likely to happen. In the case that it does, cheating will 
only be enforced based on the condition of su$cient 
evidence. Many institutions have honor code provisions 
and general policies about academic integrity. It is 
important to point towards these documents and to 

include any others that govern 
student behavior. However, 
institution policies are usually 
general guidelines that are less 
than su$cient to enforce violations. 
From the principal stakeholders in 
academic environments viewpoints 
on course syllabi will range between 
“anything not speci"ed is forbidden” 
to the view that “anything not 
forbidden is permitted.” Ultimately, 
evidence of cheating must be 

organized and summarized in a persuasive line of 
reasoning so that any objective student or faculty will 
agree with the conclusion that cheating occurred. In this 
way, the course instructor must become both detective 
and prosecutor. With forewarning, some faculty never 
report cheating, and others who report cheating for a 
"rst time never do so a second time (Coren, 2011).

A concise and explicit guarantee 
to report all instances of cheating 
will cause students to consider 
consequences before initially 
cheating. The course syllabus 
is the best place to include this 
information, and the information 
can be discussed during the "rst 
week of a course. 
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If there is a possibility that students are doing something 
unexpected then add exploratory content. Be prepared 
to deal with questions that follow students’ discovery of 
any unusual content. As an example of this approach, 
consider a scenario from this author’s experience where 
a bank for a single question item was introduced that 
contained several very similar versions of a question. 
Each version of the multiple-choice question had 
a di!erent correct answer for as many choices as 
were present. In the case that students were sharing 
information during the test, the item would cause 
problems for these students. With the possibility that 
students were not communicating with each other 
during a test, then each version of the question should 
have been answered correctly and in an independent 
way by each student. However, during the active test 
there was an unusual excess of student emails during the 
exam about the particular question item. Much student 
discussion dealing with question alternatives also 
followed online discussion forums.

Conclusions
In summary, online courses provide numerous 
opportunities for students to gain access to 

forbidden information. The online exam environment 
is intrinsically less well controlled than the typical 
in-person environment. Innovative technology can 
support online learning if used properly. Cheating 

becomes less appealing when students are informed 
about the di$culty to obtain forbidden information 
and the likely discovery of forbidden actions through 
use of proctoring services. Honorlock supports 
numerous low-stakes assessments & provides a wealth 
of information to investigate and identify unintended 
student practices during exams. Learning Management 
Systems such as Canvas provide tools to reduce the need 
and opportunities to cheat. Recommended general 
practices are to use many, from 20 to 30, assessments 
that pose low-stakes risks. Generalized feedback should 
follow asynchronous online learning assessments, 
and conceptual, applied and analytical questions and 
problems should be randomly selected from item banks.

Academic integrity, as a shared value, is dependent 
on the values held by all members of an academic 
community. Cheating threatens all who are part of a 
shared system. Rationalization of student behavior 
becomes more di$cult as counter narratives are 
presented. Students should be encouraged to actively 
support academic integrity as a valued part of learning 
mastery and to inform teaching sta! regarding that need 
to be solved in the course.

Learn more at honorlock.com. 

Ryan P. Mears, Ph.D., is a Lecturer & Neurophysiologist at the 
University of Florida. His passion is helping students develop skills, 
knowledge frameworks, and quantitative and scienti"c literacy that 
will be useful in their future careers. He strives to empower students 
to address complex issues e!ectively and to develop abilities to ask 
meaningful questions that help solve important scienti"c problems. 
He received his Ph.D. in Psychology from Bowling Green State 
University and completed his Post-Doctoral Training at Wayne State 
Medical School and Harvard Medical School. 

Read more about Ryan.

Ryan P. Mears, Ph.D.
Lecturer in Psychology

University of Florida
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Table 1
Recommended Practices to Minimize Need & Opportunity for Cheating

Hazards & Detrimental Activities

Observers & Scouts

Students understand that, 
because quizzes are asynchronous, 

someone who has already taken 
the quiz will know the correct 
answers. If the questions and 
correct answers are displayed 
as feedback after an individual 

student "nishes their quiz, then it’s 
possible to share questions and 
correct answers with classmates 

who haven’t taken the quiz. 

CTRL + F

A simple text search for a well-chosen term 
combination enables a student to turn their 

textbook or notes into a personal search engine. A 
timed open-book quiz is no match for the ability to 
instantly "nd the precise paragraph regardless of 

the size of a document. Students will crowdsource 
outlines, study guides, and even test banks from 
courses at other institutions. Innovative students 
feasibly strip text out of textbooks that are well-

protected with digital-rights management in order to 
make a document that can be easily searched.

Student
Solidarity

Even with a quiz bank, 
it’s incredibly easy for 
students to pool their 
questions and review 
the entire quiz bank 
before even a minor 

portion of the class has 
"nished the quiz.

Low-Stakes 
Assessments

Limit Information 
Access

Knowledge Application

Syllabus Information

Find Methods to 
Observe Behavior

Concepts & Understanding

Trust, but Verify

Request Feedback

Test-Banks

A multitude of low-stakes quizzes and assignments will enable students to gauge and adjust 
their performance without unacceptable risk.

Access to forbidden content can be made irrelevant for closed-book assessments. Provide 
access to "gures and tables along with individual questions. Enable students to apply their 
knowledge in context. 

Analysis and application of information should depend on a student’s understanding of 
material rather than verbatim textbook sources.

Counter potential rationalizations for cheating with clear-cut explanations of why and how 
cheating is a risky strategy. 

Multiple methods of observation are necessary. Students will potentially approach online classes 
di!erently than intended, and cues and clues will not be presented without active detective 
work. Review usage logs, watch proctoring videos, do online searches of student discussions. 

Conceptual questions re#ect understanding better than de"nition of terminology

Universal proctoring for all assessments lessens cheating likelihood and students 
habituate rapidly.

Mid-term evaluation and feedback should be actively solicited from students. 

Diversify the information to minimize overlap between students.
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Before Assessment
Select appropriate Honorlock settings to structure and support the intended operations for instructions to the proctoring 
team and to students.  

Table 3a
Honorlock Settings

Recording options:

Veri!cation 
options:

Lock down browser 
options:

Exclusive options:

WebCam

360° Room Scan

Disable Copy-Paste 
and Printing

Multiple Device 
Detection

Screen

Student Picture

Prevent Multiple 
Monitors / Displays

Search and
Destroy

Audio

Student ID

Browser Guard

Web activity

g

Setting up Before the "rst quiz in the course is ever published turn on special features 
such as Quiz Log Auditing.

Before Assessment

Show One Question at a Time

Quiz Banks

Time-limited Assessment

After Assessment

Avoid Verbatim Feedback

Asynchronous assessment

Display only one question at a time. Students can bookmark items to return to for 
deliberation, at the end of their quiz.

Randomly select each quiz item from a small bank of similar alternatives. Similar 
alternative items are simple to generate for each item, but student knowledge 
and understanding will be necessary to decode which alternative is being used. If 
a system error prevents a student from "nishing a quiz. A second opportunity will 
have new item selections.

Timed assessment is an important aspect of assessing knowledge. With in"nite 
time, it’s feasible to search text to "nd every answer. Choose a standard amount of 
time for each quiz. Canvas will provide a countdown timer and a pop-up reminder 
when a quiz is about to end.

For an added layer of security, provide indirect feedback rather than verbatim 
feedback regarding the questions and answers.

Don’t display full set of quiz results until after quiz has ended for the entire class.

Table 2
Canvas Settings
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After Assessment

Observe and assess information as soon as it becomes available. Summary reports from Honorlock will provide overview of 
students’ behavior. Honorlock’s capabilities for automated and supervised processes to monitor and classify student behavior 
result from from the multimodal information recorded from the computer and test taking environment.  

Results

Assets

Expand event

Action

Time-line assets

View Settings

Questions and Comments

Click on Chevron to expand all to see extensive 
information regarding webpage search history from 
track browser setting.

Click on triangle in rows below to play video at time points of 
events for questions from the quiz.

Moving the media player through points on the timeline 
will also move the blue highlighted rows of events. (Blue 
highlighting for the selected row indicates event time that 
corresponds to the timeline of the media player.)

There are multiple ways to move along timeline. 

t�� 'PSXBSE�DIFWSPO�JDPO�NPWFT����TFDPOET�forward/backwards 
on media player. 

t�� 3FE�CBS�JOEJDBUFT�EVSBUJPO�PG�UJNFMJOF�DPWFSFE�so far, and clicking  
on the red bar moves video back in timeline that has already been viewed. 

t�� $MJDLJOH�PO�UIF�UJNFMJOF�UP�UIF�SJHIU�PG�UIF�SFE�bar advances  
the video to a desired portion of the quiz that hasn’t yet  
been viewed.

Table 3b
Honorlock Settings
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